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ABSTRACT 

This study investigated educators' perceptions of an 

instructional supervision system for implementing 

discipline-based art education (DBAE). The purpose was to 

determine whether teachers, principals, and supervisors who 

are in a position to use the system perceive its components 

as clear and useful. 

The survey research design on which this study was 

based was carried out at the 1985 Getty Summer Institute 

for Educators on the Visual Arts. The sample for the 

design included 47 educators defined by their institutional 

role and their knowledge of DBAE: Returning Principals, 

Elementary Classroom Teachers, Art Educators, Art 

Supervisors, and New Principals. 

The respondents rated 25 DBAE teaching behaviors on 

a Supervision Scale from 1 (No Help) to 5 (Very Helpful), 

and an Art Content Scale from 1 (Unclear) to 5 (Clear). 

Written comments were compiled and qualitative comparisons 

were made within and between groups. 

A Principal Components Factor Analysis was used to 

determine the underlying factors within the Supervision 
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System. Analyses of variance techniques were used to 

determine whether there were statistically significant 

differences among the four educator groups for each of the 

teaching behaviors. Pearson product moment correlation was 

used to determine relationships between total ratings and 

the respondents' years teaching, years in educational 

administration, and years as art educator. 

The results of this study indicate that: (1) 

the teaching behaviors in the Supervision System measure 

three distinct constructs of DBAE instruction: Content, 

Curriculum, and Context; (2) the System was perceived as 

clear and useful by each of the educator groups included in 

this study; (3) the items were rated higher as their years 

in educational administration increased; and (4) the 

Content and Curriculum items were rated lower as years in 

art education increased, while the context items were rated 

higher. 

The DBAE approach to teaching art is in its 

development stages. The constructs included in the 

Supervision System should be reevaluated as DBAE evolves. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This study examined educators' perceptions of an 

instructional supervision system grounded in discipline

based art education (DBAE) concepts and congruent with 

DBAE's theoretical foundations. The analysis of these 

perceptions was intended to determine whether the system 

and its components are clear and useful. 

The supervision system was developed in the course 

of this study for use in the Getty Institute for Educators 

on the Visual Arts. It was derived from a synthesis of 

supervision research and DBAE concepts, and constructed in 

a format to be used by school personnel for improving 

instruction. 

The successful implementation and maintenance of 

DBAE in schools is dependent upon supervision practices 

that are based on the theoretical foundations of DBAE. 

Research has shown that effective supervision and 

staff development includes theory, practice, and feedback 

on behavior to make efficient use of learning experiences 

(Joyce & Showers, 1980). Moreover, curriculum innovation 

1 
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in public education is crucially tied both to the 

principal's involvement and support, and staff development 

for teachers to acquire and develop confidence in the 

innovation (Berman & McLaughlin, 1978; Clauset & Gaynon,' 

1982; Wood, & Thompson 1980). 

Research has shown that curriculum reform has a 

greater chance for sucess when teachers perceive the 

changes to be needed (Kern, 1984). The success of the DBAE 

Supervison System as a guide to implement and maintain DBAE 

in schools is dependent upon whether teachers, principals, 

and supervisors who are in a position to use the system 

perceive its components to be clear and useful. The 

participants at the Getty Summer Institute for Educators on 

the Visual Arts were selected for this study because they 

represent school districts that have choosen to adopt the 

DBAE approach to teaching art. They were also selected on 

the basis of their demonstrated outstanding abilities in 

teaching and administration. A group of art educators was 

invited because of their expressed interest in DBAE. 

For DBAE to succeed as a curriculum innovation, 

research would seem to indicate that a method for 

assisting teachers in acquiring the theoretical concepts 

and integrating those concepts with the teachers' 

curriculum methodology is necessary. Supervision normally 
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contributes to the implementation and maintenance of 

curricular systems (Wiles,1986). 

Background of the Study 

Emphasis on educational reform and accountability 

of instruction during the 1980s has brought about a renewed 

interest in upgrading the quality of art education. 

A number of commission reports that call for excellence in 

education repeatedly mention the need 'for including the 

arts in the required curriculum for general education. 

Smith (1986) notes that while the commission reports can 

stimulate dialogue that might ultimately lead to worthwhile 

change, they fail to set clear goals and objectives. 

For the study of art to take its place in 
a core curriculum of general education, however, 
it is necessary to formulate a defensible idea 
of art, to explain in what its peculiar 
excellence consists, and to indicate how the 
schools can develop an understanding and 
appreciation of such excellence. (p.11) 

To satisfy Smith's requirements and to justify the 

inclusion of art in a core curriculum, one must begin by 

defining the overall goal of general education. General 

education provides knowledge to think within the categories 

of the disciplines. Broudy (1985) calls these categories 

lenses for thinking. The use of the lenses as structures 

for thinking and acquiring knowledge has been described by 
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Polanyi (1966) as tacit knowing. Children are taught skills 

for understanding languages because words communicate 

ideas and facts for thinking. Children are taught skills 

for understanding aesthetic images because images carry an 

import in a way that words do not. 

Art portrays degrees of human feeling and emotion 

that cannot be expressed with words. The full range of 

human feelings cannot be objectively conveyed with ordinary 

discursive language. The images that artists create are 

metaphors for important human feelings that cannot be 

learned or experienced with words alone. Langer (1958) 

describes the inability of language to convey subjective 

experience: 

Yet there is a great deal of experience that 
is knowable, not only as immediate, formless, 
meaningless impact, but as one aspect of the 
intricate web of life, yet defies discursive 
formulation, and therefore verbal expression: 
that is what we sometimes call the subjective 
aspect of experience, the direct feeling of it-
what it is like to be waking and moving, to be 
drowsy, slowing down, or to be sociable, or to 
feel self-sufficient but alone~ what it feels like 
to pursue an elusive thought or to have a big 
idea (p.22). 

For a child to be fully educated, to acquire the 

disciplinary lenses necessary in an increasingly 

technological world, the study of aesthetic images and 

their import is essential. The systematic study of visual 

images to understand a full range of human feelings and 
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emotion is the unique and vital contribution art education 

makes to a childls development. 

Art education is the only subject in the curriculum 

that is devoted exclusively to the study of visual images. 

Children are taught to perceive art and other objects 

aesthetically, to place works of art in their cultural and 

historical context, to analyze and interpet visual 

metaphors, and to practice skills and techniques for 

creating aesthetic images. The study of visual images helps 

students understand their own feelings and values and 

encourages them to be less satisfied with sterotypic norms. 

Broudy (1972) states that, 

They (aesthetic images) expand [the pupil IS] 

value domain, for they reveal life 
possibilities not available through direct 
experience. The second role of art is to purify 
the pupil IS imagic store and thereby to make 
him more conscious of and less satisfied with the 
sterotyped image and the worn-out metaphor. In 
this sense, it makes pupils more discriminating 
both about art and about life itself (p.44). 

This discriminating appreciation Broudy calls Enlightened 

Cherishing. 

Boyer (1985), President of the Carnegie Foundation 

for the Advancement of Teachers,' concurs with the need 

for aesthetic education. "Art education, then, is basic 

because it extends our language. It enlarges the store of 

images we use. It makes our understanding discriminating 
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and comprehensive. • • • Thus aesthetic literacy is as 

basic as linguistic literacy" (1985, p.8). 

The purpose of aesthetic education is to develop a 

discriminating appreciation and understanding of the arts 

and to increase awareness of the aesthetic everywhere 

(Reid, 1973). One approach to teaching art that focuses on 

the study of aesthetic visual images is called discipline-

based art education (DBAE). Greer (1984) coined the phrase 

and identified DBAE's theoretical foundations (see Appendix 

A). Greer states that "the focus of discipline-based art 

instruction is on art within general education and within 

the context of aesthetic education. Four parent disciplines 

-aesthetics, studio art, art history, and art criticism -

are taught by means of a formal, continuous, sequential 

written curriculum across grade levels in the same way as 

other academic subjects" (p.212). 

The discipline-based apprqach to teaching art 

represents a shift from the traditional instructional 

focus on art-making activities to an integration of 

knowledge from each of the four disciplines. Lovano-Kerr 

(1985) observes that this change has been evolving for more 

than 20 years: 

Significant progress was made towards the redefinition 
of the field as a result of the federally funded 1965 
Penn State Seminar in Art Education for Research and 
Curriculum Development. At the Seminar a consensus was 
achieved regarding the character and purpose of art 
education (p.216). 
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Barkan (1966) addressed this consensus during his discusson 

on curriculum problems in art education at the Penn State 

Seminar. "The art educator connot avoid theory, because he 

must be guided by it; hence, he must synthesize the 

knowledge in art of the artist, and the knowledge about art 

of the aesthetician, the critic, and the historian" (p.243). 

The need for a structure to implement this 

discipline-based approach to art education became evident 

after the National Assessment of Educational Progress 

(NAEP) completed two comprehensive assessments of art 

education, Art and young Americans, the first conducted in 

1974-75, and the second in 1978-79. The assessments 

surveyed the achievement and attitudes of 9, 13, and 17 

year old st~dents with a focus on three areas: the ability 

to produce art, attitudes towards art, and knowledge about 

art. 

In 1981, the National Assessment asked three art 

educators, Laura Chapman, Ronald Silverman, and Brent 

Wilson, to assist in writing a report about the National 

Art Assessment and to discuss its implications. The report 

indicated that "most elementary programs give children 

opportunities to explore different art materials and to 

make things for themselves or their parents, but formal 

instruction in art history and criticism is infrequent" 

(p.11). 
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Moreover, the study concluded that most students do 

not have positive attitudes about unusual art, and that 

"most students do not know how to perceive and respond to 

works of art well enough to apprehend their sensory 

qualities or their structures" (p.4). 

In discussing the implications of these findings, 

Wilson observed: "that schools have not been very helpful 

in assisting students to "read" the information contained 

in works of art, nor have they provided students with the 

necessary insights and skills to make their own visual 

models for themselves and their worlds" (p.13). 

The findings of the NAEP suggested that specific 

guidelines were needed if contemporary art education was to 

expand its focus from art-making activities to more 

instruction in perceiving, responding to and evaluating 

aesthetic experience. Moreover, the findings suggested 

that leadership within school districts would be necessary 

to ensure that art instruction develops the specific 

skills for both creating and appreciating art. 

Greer's DBAE theoretical foundations are a 

curricular method for implementing this needed change in 

focus and have provided a structure through which schools 

can establish discipline-based art education as a basic 

subject in general education. A discipline-centered or 
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integrative focus enables children to develop increasingly 

sophisticated abilities to produce, describe, interpret, 

and assess art. Essentially, the foundations provide a 

workable model for discipline-based art instruction. 

Greer coined the term discipline-based art education 

to define a way to implement art instruction in the public 

schools and, under the sponsorship of the J. Paul Getty 

Trust, established the Getty Institute for Educators on the 

Visual Arts. The Getty Institute represents an on-going 

research and development effort to assist school districts 

in implementing discipline-based art instruction. Rush 

(1986) states that, "the Institute, in effect, is a 

longitudinal research study. It is expected to generate 

information about the feasibility of asking nonspecialist 

classroom teachers to deliver discipline-based art 

education in elementary school settings" (p.28). 

The Institute uses a total team approach for staff 

development: teachers, principals, schoolboard members, and 

district administration work together to initiate and 

sustain DBAE. This approach is congruent with research 

showing that curricular change occurs more often when 

district administrators and teachers plan and conduct 

staff development and supervision of instruction (Snyder, 

1983; Wood & Thompson, 1980). The Institute began in 1982 
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with representation from seven Los Angeles school 

I districts. New schools have been added each year, and 12 

new school districts were added in 1985 (Duke, 1986). 

With the ongoing development of the Institute's 

research, it is anticipated that the DBAE approach to 

teaching art will continue to be adopted by school 

districts. The Getty Center for Education in the Arts has 

awarded 10 planning grants to school districts around the 

country to initiate DBAE in their schools. On a broader 

scale, superintendents and educational leaders from every 

state have been invited to participate in a national DBAE 

conference sponsored by the Getty Center (Price, 1986). 

The effort to develop DBAE programs in general 

education appears to be gathering widespread support. 

During the 1986 National Art Education Association (NAEA) 

convention, more than 50 presentations included a 

discipline-based art education focus in their descriptions 

(NAEA, 1986). An excerpt from NAEA's goals demonstrates the 

influence of DBAE: "All elementary and secondary schools 

shall require students to complete a sequential program of 

art instruction that intergrates the study of aesthetics, 

art criticism, art history, and art production" (NAEA, 

1984). 

Increasing support for an integrative approach to 

art education is also obvious in the Arts-in-Education 
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program of the National Endowment for the Arts. Their 

guidelines state, "The study of the arts should include 

substantive components, such as the development of artistic 

skills and knowledge, art history, criticism, aesthetics, 

and analysis as well as experimental and appreciation 

components" (National Endowment for the Arts, 1986). 

For DBAE to succeed as a curriculum innovation, a 

method for assisting teachers in acquiring the theoretical 

concepts and integrating those concepts with the teacher's 

curriculum methodology is necessary. To create the 

necessary linkage between the theoretical foundations of 

DBAE and actual teaching behaviors, a supervision system 

was compiled by the author (see Appendix B). A system 

within this context is defined as interrelated 

instructional supervision components to assist teachers, 

principals, and supervisors with the successful 

implementation and maintenance of DBAE programs. 

Rush (1986) has labled categories to illustrate the 

distinctive characteristics of DBAE: content, curriculum, 

and context. These categories provide a structure for the 

DBAE Supervision System. The system calls for observing 

the content of instruction, the structure and sequence of 

the curriculum, and the context for art instruction as a 

basic subject in general education. To inform and guide 



the practice of DBAE, the supervision system includes a 

manual for coding teacher performance and appropriate 

definitions. 

12 

The dimensions which define this system are included 

as an integral component of the Getty Summer Institute for 

Educators on the Visual Arts in Los Angeles and the Arizona 

Institute for Educators on the Visual Arts. The system is 

used as an assessment tool to determine what parts of 

exsisting art programs are in compliance with DBAE's 

theoretical dimensions. The system provides teachers, 

principals, and supervisors with a common body of knowledge 

necessary to implement and maintain DBAE in general 

education. 

Purpose of the Study 

This study examined educators' perceptions of a 

instructional supervision system grounded in DBAE concepts 

and congruent with its theoretical foundations. It was 

antiCipated that the analysis of these perceptions would 

determine whether the system and its components are clear 

and useful. 

Research Questions 

1. Do the individual items of the Supervision Scale 

~orm clusters that represent the three categories: content, 

curriculum, and context? 



2. Do the individual items of the Art Scale form 

clusters that represent the three categories: content, 

curriculum, and context? 
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3. Is there a difference among the perceptions of 

the educator groups (returning principals, elementary 

classroom teachers, art educators, and new administrators) 

~egarding the usefulness of 25 DBAE art teaching behaviors 

for instructional supervision? 

4. Is there a difference among the perceptions of 

the educator groups (returning principals, elementary 

classroom teachers, art educators, and new administrators) 

regarding the clarity of art content in the 25 DBAE art 

teaching behavior items? 

5. Is there a relationship between the years of 

teaching and the total ratings on supervision and art 

content? 

6. Is there a relationship between years in 

education administration and the total ratings on 

supervision and art content? 

7. Is there a relationship between years as art 

educator and the total ratings on supervision and art 

content? 
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Assumptions 

1. Teaching DBAE requires a body of theoretical 

knowledge, a repertoire of specialized teaching 

techniques, and the exercise of judgment about when those 

techniques should be applied. 

2. Teaching DBAE encompasses elements of personal 

insight and teachers will ~etain considerable autonomy in 

choosing their teaching styles. 

3. The perceptions of educators can be brought to 

bear on the question of designing and implementing a 

successful supervision system for DBAE. 

4. Successful supervision of DBAE requires a 

consistent and shared view of the teaching instructional 

process and of the theoretical foundations of DBAE. 

5. Supervision of DBAE involves both self 

assessment and the critical assessment of others. 

6. Standards of professional knowledge and practice 

of DBAE can be developed and assessed. 

7. The DBAE Supervision System accurately 

incorporates the theoretical foundations of DBAE. 

Significance of the Study 

The role of supervision in implementing, and 

maintaining DBAE programs in schools is significant. 

While it is recommended that the role of art specialists 
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should be expanded in school districts that adopt DBAE, in 

many schools supervision for the purpose of improving or 

managing instruction is the responsibility of the 

principals and classroom teachers. In most cases, the 

principals and teachers have little or no formal training 

in art or art education. 

This study contributes to the successful 

implementation of DBAE in general education by determining 

if teachers, principals, supervisors, and art educators 

perceive the DBAE Supervision System to be clear and 

useful. The analysis of their perceptions provides 

direction for refining the System to ensure the standards 

for DBAE instruction are presented in a manageable format. 

A Supervision System that is perceived as clear and useful 

by those who are in positions to use it, can serve to 

develop teacher, principal, and supervisor competence in 

DBAE. Teaching behaviors included in the supervision system 

can guide instruction and supervision with theory rather 

then a specific teaching style. Curricular innovations are 

much more successful if they are adaptable to the 

individual teacher's teaching style (Fullan, 1982). The 

supervision system can also serve as the basis for training 
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new teachers and as a self-assessment guide for teachers 

more experienced with the theory. 

A supervision system that is based on the theoretical 

foundations of DBAE is essential for the successful 

implementation and maintenance of discipline-based art 

programs. Also, such a system can serve as the basis for 

individual and collective staff development activites. It 

was necessary in the study to determine if educators 

perceive the system to be clear and useful in providing for 

fair and consistent assessments of the quality of art 

instruction. 

Limitations 

The content of the supervision system examined in 

this study was limited to the theoretical foundations of 

discipline-based art education as stated by Greer (1984). 

The population of the study was limited to participants at 

the 1985 Getty Summer Institute for Educators on the Visual 

Arts. 

Definitions 

Aesthetics: A branch of philosophy concerned with 

understanding what qualities in art contribute to aesthetic 

response and to understanding the nature and value of art. 

The students learn what motivates people to make art, and 

why and how art is used and valued by society. 
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Art Criticism: The descriptions, interpretations, 

analysis, and evaluations of works of art: informed 

written or oral judgements. The students learn to make 

informed judgements about works of art. 

Art History: The knowledge about works of art that 

contributes to understanding: who created them, what 

functions they served, their ·cultural and historical 

context, and the evolving style changes. The students 

learn to place works of art in their appropriate cultural 

and historical contexts. 

Studio Art: Original creations of artists that 

express ideas and feelings in visual form: visual metaphors 

of ideas and feelings. The students learn basic artistic 

techniques and apply them in production activities. 

Discipline-Based Art Education: An approach to 

teaching art that is systematic and sequential and leads to 

an adult understanding and appreciation of art based on the 

skills and concepts derived from aesthetics, art criticism, 

art history, and studio art. 

DBAE Supervision System: Interrelated components of 

instructional supervision to assist teachers, principals, 

and supervisors with the successful implementation and 

maintenance of DBAE programs. 
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Instructional Supervisor: Manager of instruction 

who assists with the implementation and maintenance of 

instructional programs. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

Supervi~ion has emerged as professional activity 

concerned with assisting teachers to meet the demands for 

accountability through the management of instruction. 

Wiles and Bondi (1986) state, "In the second half of the 

1980s, supervisors are very much concerned with managing 

instruction to meet state legislation and public 

expectations for achievement. We see supervision as a 

general leadership function that coordinates and manages 

those activities concerned with learning" (p. 10). One of 

the dimensions of discipline-based art education requires 

that art be taught systematically with a sequential 

curriculum in the same way as other academic subjects 

(Greer, 1984). The need for supervision in DBAE 

instruction is equivalent to the need in other academic 

subjects. 

Teachers are held accountable for their teaching 

though formative and summative evaluations. To insure the 

protection of individual rights and to avoid 
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discrimination, Peterson and Peterson (1984) have argued 

that valid and reliable evaluation systems should include 

only performance behaviors that teachers can control and 

items directly related to student learning. Adopting 

these conditions for accountability is the responsibility 

of the school boards and maintaining them is the 

responsibility of school administrators. The criteria 

included in the evaluation system are determined by the 

education philosophy of the school district. It is the 

responsibility of instructional supervisors to insure that 

the conditions necessary for accountability are clearly 

identified to help teachers meet instructional goals. 

The legal mandates for using evaluation results for 

retention or dismissal require that school systems adhere 

to strictly defined evaluation procedures to identify and 

measure specific minimum work standards (Darling-Hammond, 

Wise, & Pease, 1983). Court-mandated objectification of 

evaluation standards makes it difficult, if not impossible, 

to use the same procedures for both personnel decisions and 

for improving instruction. Supervision procedures that 

inform and guide the practice of teaching are regarded as 

important sources of information and motivation within a 

broader evaluation system. 
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Supervision of Instruction in General Education 

Supervision for the improvement of instruction 

involves developing and assessing standards of professional 

knowledge and practice, providing resources for 

professional problem-solving, and the use of both 

scientific and artistic approaches to supervision for 

professional self-assessment. This general focus evolved 

through four overlapping periods that mark the development 

of supervision as an educational profession: Inspection and 

Enforcement 1700-1920: Cooperative Supervision 1920-1960; 

Clinical Supervision 1960-1980: and Management of 

Instruction 1980-present. 

Inspection and Enforcement 1700-1920 

In 1647, the Massachusetts General Court passed a law 

that required towns with more then fifty families to 

establ"ish and support schools with taxes. The government 

controlled the schools by insuring that the appointed 

teachers demonstrated sound faith and morality. As noted 

by Swearingen (1962), "Nothing was said specifically about 

inspection or supervision of schools, but the enactment did 

imply a felt need for establishing some kind of community 

responsibility for the success of the school" (p. 18). 

The responsibility for insuring the success of the 

schools was given to appointed committees in Boston in 



1709. These appointments provided the foundation from 

which current supervision practices have emerged 
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(Wiles, 1967). The committees supervised the use of school 

facilities and equipment, the progress of students, and the 

behavior of teachers. The committee members were also 

expected to inspect and approve teachers, courses of study, 

and classroom instruction techniques (Douglass, Brent, & 

Boardman, 1961). 

The major function of the inspector was to make 

judgments about the teacher rather than about the 

instruction. This early period of inspection and 

enforcement has been well documented by Eye, Netzer, and 

Krey (1965), Butts and Cremin (1953), and Marks, Stoops, 

and King-Stoops (1978). 

When appointed committee members realized that they 

could no longer inspect all of the teachers in rapidly 

growing school systems, the position of principal emerged. 

Butts and Cremin (1953) noted that the supervisory 

responsibilities of the principal were acquired slowly 

because the committee members were reluctant to give up 

their authority. However, compulsory school legislation 

caused an increase in the number of schools and principals 

assumed more of the administrative and supervisory tasks 

(Barr & Ayer, 1928). 
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During the rapid expansion of the "state normal 

school" after 1870, the position of general supervisor was 

developed to focus on teacher training and the 

improvement of instruction. Gwynn (1972) states that: 

the most important task of the normal school 
during the nineteenth century was the training of 
better teachers for the elementary schools~ one of 
the ways in which they set about doing this 
effectively was through intensive supervision by 
the general supervisor ••• (p.7). 

The elementary schools were designed to produce disciplined 

students, conditioned by regimented procedures and 

scientific methods. Teaching activities were expected to 

be rationally planned and organized to conform to standard 

operating procedures. The supervisor's role involved 

di~ect inspection of the teacher's work, lesson plans, 

classroom performance, and performance results. 

Cooperative Supervision 1920-1960 

The human relations movement challenged the 

traditional school structure and its emphasis on 

bureaucratic management. In the 1930s administrators 

provided a more democratic style of leadership, which was 

reflected as a general theme for educational supervision 

(Whiles, 1967). The tasks of the supervisor were summarized 

by Burton (1922) as classroom visits, individual and group 

conferences, directed teaching, demonstration teaching, 
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and developing standards for self-improvement. The role of 

the supervisor was to provide guidance for the teacher's 

self-improvement, and, as stated by Kyte (1930), to 

contribute to the "development of the teacher into the most 

professionally efficient person she is capable of becoming" 

(p. 45). 

Supervisors also directed teachers' meetings, helped 

with the selection and organization of subject matter, used 

standarized tests for diagnosis and guidance and rated 

teacher performance with rating cards or checklists (Barr, 

Burton, & Brueckner, 1947). In practice, Crosby (1957) 

notes that the professional training of educational 

supervisors was practically non-existant, and supervisors 

often initiated activities limited to their own experience 

as teachers. 

Increasing enrollments, enlarged schools, teacher 

shortages, and new research on the learning process 

increased the demands for supervisors of instruction. 

Curtin (1964) states, 

The effect on supervision of the studies on 
learning, interests, individuai differences, and 
trait differences has been enormous. Indeed it is 
not an exaggeration to state that the implications 
of these studies have been more instrumental than 
any factor in elementary education in giving 
supervision its new look (p. 7). 

A democratic style of leadership was believed 

necessary to encourage cooperation between teachers and 
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supervisors. Creative supervision merged the practices of 

scientific management and democratic management. Douglass, 

Bent, and Boardman (1961) state: 

Creative supervision provides a situation in 
which each teacher and each student can grow 
through the exercise of his abilities under expert 
professional guidance. The goal is to develop a 
cooperative program which recognizes common 
interests, utilizes scientific research, and 
prepares professional workers who attack their 
programs scientifically, free from the control of 
tradition and stimulated by the spirit of 
discovery (p. 4). 

During the 1940s cooperation between teachers and 

supervisors was encouraged by including teachers in the 

plans and discussions for improving teaching. Wiles (1967) 

notes that supervision was seen as a cooperative 

enterprise: "for 'supervising', it would be possible to 

substitute such phrases as helping each other, counseling 

with each other, planning with each other, or talking with 

each other about how to improve the teaching-learning 

situation" (p. 4). 

Through democratic cooperation, the supervisor acted as 

a guide for the teacher's professional growth. As stated 

by Marks, Stoops, and King-Stoops (1971), the supervisor's 

role focused on planning ncoopera~ive study enterprises, 

such as curriculum development, and inservice education 

courses, aiming toward improvement of instruction W (p. 10). 

Supervisors worked as curriculum specialists, and some of 
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their responsibilities included organizing the curriculum 

materials, involving teachers in the production of school 

programs, and serving as a resource person to teachers in 

classrooms. The role of the supervisor was to insure that 

teachers had the necessary skills to improve instruction. 

The emphasis on cooperative supervision continued until 

the launching of Sputnik in 1957. Wiles (1967) states, "at 

this point the national government became interested in 

improving the quality of education, especially in 

mathematics, the sciences, and foreign languages (p.4). 

Supervisors began directing curriculum projects in subject 

matter fields, and, as their roles became more specialized, 

supervision emerged as a viable education profession. 

The formation of the Association for Supervision and 

Curriculum Development (ASCD) in 1943 represents a 

significant contribution to the emerging supervision 

profession. ASCD was formed with the merger of two 

national professional organizations: the Department of 

Supervisors and Directors of Instruction and the Society 

for Curriculum Study (Van Til, 1986). In a comprehensive 

historical review of this merger, Saylor (1986) points out 

that, "sentiment for joint action and some suggestions for 

merger of the two organizations were evident as early as 

the mid 1930's" (p. 10). 
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The ASCD provided a needed forum for discussing the 

role of supervision in schools, and encouraged the 

publication of professional literature on curricular 

planning and instruction. Bostwick (1986) identifies four 

significant areas of research that stimulated the growth of 

supervision as a profession: group dynamics, intergroup 

relations, action research, and growth and development of 

children and youth. In describing the contributions to the 

1962 and 1963 ASCD Yearbooks, Bostwick states: 

The yearbook(s} reflected the thinking of 
individuals who were working on the frontiers of 
psychology and education: Abraham Maslow, Carl 
Rogers, Arthur W. Combs, and Earl C. Kelley_ They 
provided new ways for the teaching profession, and 
especially for supervisors, to see children and 
youth as persons with potential for becoming self
actualizing, self-fulling, fully functioning 
individuals (p. 31). 

Harris (1963) notes that theories in human relations, 

organizations, communications, leadership, and teaching had 

guided the development of contempory supervision models. 

Clinical Supervision, 1960-1980 

By the late 1960s, signs of declining achievement 

coupled with dramatically rising costs in education forced 

a reassessment of school programs. Public demands for 

accountability were addressed with performance contracts, 

behavioral objectives, standardization of curricula and 
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testing, and legislated graduation requirements. Karier 

(1983) states, "since World War II, educational leaders 

have tended to worry most about the efficiency of means and 

to treat the ends as something given" (p. 12). Supervisors 

were expected to analyze the teacher-learning process and 

to provide feedback to teachers for improving their 

instruction (Wiles, 1967). 

The supervisors' primary responsibility remained 

focused on the improvement of instruction. As noted by 

Alfonso (1975), "the supervisor is responsible for 

identifying instructional problems, serving as a resource 

person, an expert in group dynamics, and, more recently, as 

an agent of change within a complex organization" (p. 29). 

The earlier theme of cooperative investigation 

provided the framework for what later became known as 

clinical supervision. Douglass, Bent, and Boardman (1961) 

explained that "supervisors should motivate teachers in 

undertaking research and help in identifying and stating 

problems, devising methods of obtaining and analyzing data, 

and drawing conclusions from the data" (p. 168). 

The clinical supervision model is one of the first 

systematic plans designed to assist teachers with 

instructional improvements. Cogan (1972) found that 

teacher supervisors were almost always viewed as a threat 
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to the teacher and possibly as undermining the teacher's 

confidence. His clinical model was designed to establish 

trust and goodwill between the observer and its major aim 

was the improvement of the teacher's classroom instruction. 

Cogan described the term "clinical" this way: 

The word clinical was selec~ed precisely to draw 
attention to the emphasis placed on classroom 
observation, analysis of in-class events, and the 
focus on teachers' and students' in-class 
behavior. In brief, clinical was designed both 
to denote and connote the salient operational and 
empirical aspects of supervision in the classroom 
(p.9). 

The steps in the clinical cycle are: the pre-observation 

conference, the observation, analysis and strategy, post-

observation conference, and the post-conference analysis. 

The model requires that the.supervisor be a master at the 

art of teaching, knowledgeable in both theory and 

techniques. The goal of clinical supervision is to develop 

a teacher's abilities to be analytical of teaching 

performance, to be self directing, and to interact openly 

with others about teaching. Goldhammer (1969) states, 

The supervision we envisage is intended to 
increase teacher'S incentives and skills for self
supervision and for supervising their professional 
colleagues • • • a supervision that becomes more 
and more productive as the teacher achieves higher 
and higher levels of technical and professional 
sophistication (p. 55). 

Acheson and Gall (1980) define general goals for 

Clinical supervision based on classroom observations: to 
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provide objective feedback to teachers about their 

instruction, to diagnose and solve instructional problems, 

to help teachers develop skill in using instructional 

strategies, and to evaluate teachers for promotion, tenure 

or other decisions. 

The observation techniques used in clinical supervision 

and other supervision systems have become useful tools for 

teachers seeking objective information about their 

instructional behaviors. Such systems proliferated. 

Flanders (1970) and Anderson (1972) developed techniques 

that deal with the affective and the cognitive aspects of 

the classroom. Simon and Boyer (1967) enumerate the 

variety of observation systems that focus on classroom 

management and control, identifying the following: 

Honigman, Joyce, Medley, Oliver-Shaver, Openshaw-Cypert, 

and Spalding. 

Observation instruments for collecting data are used 

in most clinical supervision models. Naturalistic inquiry, 

sign systems, category systems, and rating scales are some 

of the methods for developing observation instruments. 

Observers using naturalistic inquiry instruments record 

whatever data they choose, using no predetermined 

vocabulary of what will be observed. Sign systems list 

specific behaviors or events which, may or may not occur 
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during the observation period (Boyan and Copeland, 1978). 

The behaviors are general and are usually only recorded 

once and the instruments usually contain a large number of 

items (Alexander, 1982). Category systems contain 

extensive lists of behaviors that may be classified in two 

or more categories: for example a teacher'S question may 

be addressed to an indivdual or to an entire class. Gage 

(1963) states that "important behaviors that occur 

frequently should, if possible, be incorporated into a 

category system: those that are relatively infrequent 

should take the form of signs" (301). Gage notes that sign 

systems are used when theory has provided little guidance. 

The Flanders Model of Interaction Analysis is an example of 

a category system that provides for sequenced observations 

made on a timed basis. 

Management of Instruction 1980-Present 

Clinical supervison was developed to improve 

instruction by focusing on the teachers' behaviors. The 

method has proven to be effective for improving teacher 

performance. More recently, the focus of the supervision 

profession is on the management of instruction. The 

instructional supervisor's role is one of managing 

administrative, curricUlum, and instructional tasks. As 

noted by Wiles and Bondi (1986), "meeting state mandates 
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and legislation for minimal quality control measures, 

promoting achievement in testing, and otherwise working 

with materials and teachers to improve 'systems' of 

education define the current role" (p. 23). The authors 

illustrate the interelated concerns and tasks of 

supervisors within three dimensions: administration, 

curriculum, and instruction (see Figure 1). 

Costa and Garmston (1985) note that supervision needs 

to account for more than just teacher behaviors. Behaviors 

are influenced by thinking and decision making processes 

that are based on values, culture, and beliefs. Recording 

and observing behaviors in an attempt to alter them is 

meaningless unless the teacher's inner thought processes 

are affected. "The aim of supervision and 

staff development, therefore, should be to help teachers 

make better decisions about instruction" (p. 72). 

The influence of clinical supervison is evident in the 

four interrelated phases of the supervision model proposed 

by Costa and Garmston (1985): the discussion phase to focus 

on planning; the monitoring phase to gather data about 

student and teacher performance; the analysis and 

evaluation phase to validate the data; and the consulting 
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Administration Tasks Curriculum Tasks InstnJctionai Tasks 

1. Set and prioritize Determine De\'elop instructional 
goals instructional plans 

objectives 

2. Establish standards Survey needs and Evaluate programs 
and policies co~duct research according to 

standards 

3. Provide long-range Devt'lop programs ane! Initiate Ile\\' programs 
planning plan changes 

4. Design organizational Relate programs to Redesign instructional 
structures special services organization where 

needed 

5. Identify and secure Select materials and Deli\'er instructional 
resources allocate resources resources 

6. Select personnel and Orient and relle\v Advise and assist 
staff instructional staff teachers 

7. Provide adequate Suggest modifications Oversee modifications 
facilities in facilities in facilities 

8. Secure necessary Estimate expenditure Disperse and apply 
funding needs for funds 

instruction 

9. Organize for Prepare instructional Coordinate inservice 
instruction . programs activities 

10. Promote school- Disseminate React to community 
community relations descriptions of inquiries about . 

school programs school programs 

-----THE Sl'PER\'ISI07\ FLO\\' OF :\CfJ\'JTI' -----

Figure 1. Administration, curriculum, and instructional 
tasks of the supervisor. From Supervision A 
Guide to Practice (p. 14) by J. Wiles and J. 
Bondi,-r986, Columbus, OH: Charles E. Merrill. 
Copyright 1986 by Bell & Howell. Reprinted by 
permission. 
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phase to bring closure to the supervision cycle by applying 

the concepts and relationships derived from the analysis 

and evaluation phase to decision making for future plans 

and interactive teaching. This model assumes that student 

learning will increase with supervision that focuses on 

enhancing the teacher's cognitive abilities. 

Current focus on management of instruction as the 

appropriate role for supervision is reflected in the 

numerous supervison models developed within the last five 

years to accommodate the needs of diverse groups of 

teachers. Glatthorn's (1984) approach would tolerate the 

use of several different models within a school system, 

depending on the needs of the teachers. In addition to 

Clinical supervision, the differentiated approach includes: 

cooperative professional development, self-directed 

development, administrative monitoring, and the learning 

centered approach. Cooperative professional development 

provides for small groups of teachers to work together for 

their own professional growth. Self-directed development 

enables individual teachers to work independently on 

professional growth concerns. Administrative monitoring is 

a process to monitor instruction by making brief and 

unannounced visits to classroom during a lesson. The 
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learning-centered approach to supervision, developed 

chiefly by Glatthorn (1984), "is concerned with helping 

teachers learn about their own teaching and its effects, so 

that they can become active problem solvers in their own 

classroooms" (p. 22). 

Focus on management of instruction has lead also to 

several supervision models designed to compliment specific 

instructional methods. Hunter's (1985) model for 

supervision assumes that excellence in teaching can be 

achieved when motivation, reinforcement, and practice 

theory are translated into lesson design. The model relies 

on transfer theory to encourage creativity, problem solving 

and decision making. The model assumes that the teacher is 

a decision maker and the purpose of supervision is""to 

tell teachers what to consider before deciding what to do 

and, as a result, to base their decisions on sound theory 

rather than folklore and fantasy" (p. 57). 

A comprehensive system designed to manage and 

improve instruction is the Florida Performance Measurement 

System (FPMS). The system calls for observing and improving 

teacher behaviors that have been shown through research to 

be directly related to increased student achievement and 

improved classroom conduct. The teaching behaviors are 

generic; that is, they are applicable to any 'given lesson. 
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The behaviors are recorded as effective or ineffective each 

time they are observed and a frequency count is completed 

for further analysis. Peterson, Micceri, and Smith (1985) 

note that FPMS was developed as an alternative to over 

simplified check lists used for teacher evaluations, "two 

purposes guided the development of the FPMS: (a) to develop 

a set of formative instruments for diagnosing classroom 

teacher behavior, and (b) to develop an instrument for 

measuring and evaluating that behavior" (p. 64). The Florida 

Coalition for the Development of a Performance Measurment 

System notes that the system includes 

1) a Handbook, which presents the relevant 
research organized into [five] domains of teaching: 
2) instrumentation based on the research, with a 
formative instrument for each domain observable in 
the classroom and a surnrnative instrument covering 
these five domains: 3) interview and portfolio 
processes for domains requiring a different method 
of documentation: and 4) prescriptive modules to 
be .used with minimal supervision by teachers 
needing assistance with any protion of any domain 
(p. i) • 

The FPMS provides a scientific basis for the art of 

teaching. Gage (1985) states, "such a basis will provide 

the rules • • • by which artistry can operate in dealing 

with the unique classroom full of unique students" (p. 6). 

Artistic supervision is proposed by Eisner (1982), 

and focuses on the expressive character of what teachers 

and students are doing in the education setting. This 



approach to supervision requires educational 

connoisseurship and educational criticism: 

The Critic's function--and I would argue one 
of the major functions of the supervisor--is to 
help others appreciate what has transpired. 
Supervisors can do the first by having developed a 
high level of educational connoisseaurship since 
it is the process that provides the content for 
criticism and, second, by being able to convey to 
others, often through expressive or artistic use 
of language, what has taken place (p. 62). 
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Through the use of language metaphor, the supervisor 

writes a vivid description of the mood and character of 

what the teacher and students are doing. The role of the 

supervisor is to help the teachers appreciate aspects of 

teaching to which they are often too close to see or 

interpret (Eisner, 1985). 

Sergiovanni (1982) proposed a theory of supervisory 

practice that integrates scientific, clinical, and artistic 

approaches to supervision. The orientation of his theory 

is the consideration of both the facts and meanings of 

teaching within each unique situ~tion. He states, "the case 

for integrating scientific and artistic approaches to 

supervision is built upon the belief that the perspectives 

of each contribute to a theory of supervisory practice that 

emphasizes interpretation and meaning" (p. 69). Classroom 

meanings, derived from artistic approaches to supervision, 

cannot exsist separate from classroom facts, derived from 
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scientific aproaches to supervision. Sergiovanni (1984) 

has also identified common dimensions that define a theory 

of practice for administration. These guidelines provide a 

foundation for developing a theory of practice for the 

supervision of instruction: 

1. A theory of practice would be integrative, through the 

recognition of alternative ways of knowing: normative 

and descriptive science~ positivism and moral science; 

explanation and understanding~ causal inquiry and 

interpretation. 

2. A theory of practice would emphasize increasing 

understanding and improving practice. 

3. A theory of practice would emphasize action toward some 

goals or s~ries of goals. 

4. A theory of practice would focus on aspects unique to 

educational administration and organizational analysis; 

attention, understanding and sensitivity to the 

particular is essential. 

S. A theory of practice would be concerned with what "is"; 

descriptive knowledge. 

6. A theory of practice would be concerned with what 

nought" to be; normative knowledge. 

7. A theory of practice would be concerned with what "is" 

and "ought" mean~ interpretation. 
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A theory of supervision practice would improve 

instruction by establishing an integrative relationship 

between education theory and education practice. The 

relationship is determined by understanding the meanings of 

facts which describe instruction. For Sergiovanni (1982), 

"Meaning, it is assumed, is the vehicle for increasing 

one's vision about classroom happenings and for informing 

one's intuition. These in turn are keys to understanding 

and improving teaching" (p. 76). A theory of practice for 

supervison suggests a possible change in focus for 

instructional supervision. Supervision systems based on 

the content of instruction would provide a method for 

teachers and supervisors to increase understanding and 

improve teaching in each of the content areas. 

Emphasis on designing supervision systems grounded 

in knowledge and curriculum appears to be gaining support. 

Keefe (1985) -and Squires, Huitt, and Segars (1985) 

address the need to provide supervision based on knowledge 

in specific content areas. Doyle (1977) has advocated for 

research that gives more attention to the nature of tasks 

students are asked to accomplish. Fenstermaker (1978) 

believes that supervision should be concerned with what 

teachers think and Berman (1985) recommends that 

supervision models focus on the knowledge and skills 
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included in the curriculum. Schon (1983) states supervisors 

rely on" informed intuition, a combination of theoretical 

knowledge and interactions with practice, to make 

judgement. Superv"ison systems that are based on the 

theoretical foundations of approaches to teaching can 

provide logical bridges between theory and practice. 

Supervision of Instruction in Art Education 

Several researchers within the field of art 

education have contributed work that relates to this 

study. Art supervision models are directly related to the 

focus of the teaching methodology and the role of art in 

general education. 

Criteria for Supervision in Art Education 

In an extensive study of the perceptions of 

directors of instruction, art supervisors, art teachers, 

and classroom teachers within large cities (more than 

200,000 population) Johnson (1960) found that, "the primary 

responsibility of the art supervisor is to help teachers 

improve in the instruction of art"(p. 211). The participants 

in this study agreed that teachers need continuously to 

evaluate their art programs with self-evaluation methods or 

by working cooperatively with a supervisor. 

The need for developing art supervision models was 

studied by Dorn (1960). He developed instruments to 
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appraise art teaching performance based on ten categories 

derived from the literature in art and art education. The 

criteria, unanimously agreed upon by seven jurors with 

experience in the field of elementary school art, are: 

1. The basic purpose of the teacher's art 
instruction is the creative self-expression of the 
child. 

2. The teacher manages space, materials, furniture, 
equipment, and tools to provide optimum working 
conditions for self expression. 

3. The teacher selects content for the program, based 
on the needs, interests, and capabil i ties. of the 
children. 

4. The teacher promotes the child's capability of 
self-direction and frees him to explore materials 
and processes in accordance to his needs. 

5. The teacher expects the child as a member of a 
group to participate effectively within that group 
and to share his ideas and his products. 

6. The teacher expects the child to acquire certain 
art knowledge and exposes him to certain 
manipulative, perceptual, and organizational 
training. 

7. The teacher expects the child to identify with 
certain art values and to understand the 
contribution of art to society. 

8. The teacher relates art to the total school 
program and works within the framework set for the 
elementary school. 

9. The teacher considers art an effective means of 
personality integration providing opportunity for 
free and spontaneous activity. 

10. The teacher evaluatc~ the child's art work with 
reference to known standards of child art 
growth (p.7 2) • 
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The criteria for observing art teaching is dependent 

upon the approach to teaching art that is adopted by a 

school system. Although the criteria identified by Dorn do 

not represent contemporary approaches to teaching art, 

Dorn's model provides a precedent for establishing and 

observing criteria derived from the theoretical foundations 

of DBAE. This research demonstrates that educators can 

agree on criteria for appraising and describing the 

teaching of art in the elementary school. The research also 

demonstrates "instruments may be constructed from these 

criteria which meet the approval of- persons experienced in 

the teaching of art to children and which can be used to 

appraise the performance of teachers in a school system 

according to the selected criteria for appraisal" (p. 166). 

Establishing criteria for supervision in art education 

was later addressed by Kaupelis (1959). In his book, The 

Art Consultant in Elementary Education, he stressed the 

need for art supervisors to work with teachers to improve 

instruction based on new knowledge generated within the 

field of art education. Hubbard (1967) supported the role 

of art supervisor to focus on the content of art 

instruction and Beelke (1965) identifed instructional 

supervision as one of the major roles of the art 

supervisory position. Hurwitz (1968) stressed the need for 
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art superviors to implement research to help teachers 

improve instruction. 

Art Supervision and Program Reform 

In 1967, the Aesthetic Education Curriculum Program was 

established to implement aesthetic education in general 

education. Kern (1984) states: 

The Aesthetic Education Curriculum Project 
probably was the most grandiose of all curriculum 
projects in arts education. It consumed millions 
of federal and local dollars, employed hundreds of 
educators, theorists, researchers, and designers, 
hosted numerous conferences and exhibitions on 
aesthetic education, and produced literally tons 
of papers, reports, books, and curriculum 
materials (p. 219). 

In spite of this large-scale reform movement, Kern notes 

that a major curriculum reform in arts education did not 

occur~ not even one program that had its origins in the 

Aesthetic Education Curriculum Program is identified. On 

the basis of this analysis, Kern identifies two conditions 

that are necessary for reform in art education, 

The first condition is when a specific curriculum 
is mandated by a state or local board of education 
or similar educational authority • • •• The second 
condition is met when a teacher or group of 
teachers perceive the need for curriculum reform 
in their discipline or area of expertise (p.22S). 

Supervision models based on knowledge can provide teachers 

with knowlege to implement curriculum changes. 
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However, in a review of Exemplary Programs in Art 

Education Madeja (1969) found that supervisors and 

classroom teachers rarely implemented research findings in 

their progams: 

The gap between the theoretician and the art 
teacher became apparent as the programs were 
reviewed. Many art teachers and art 
administrators feel that theory and research have 
very little, if any, relationship to the teaching 
of art within the classroom. The skepticicism of 
the techniques of the theoretician may be 
attributed to a lack of understanding of such 
procedures by the n~jority of art specialists and 
also the lack of dialogue between theorists and 
art teachers (p. 10). 

This concern prompted the National Art Education 

Association to sponsor The Seminar for Improving the 

Effectiveness of Supervisors in Art Education 

(Bishop, 1970). The program focused on the essential role of 

supervisory personnel. "A paramount function is to serve 

as a close bond or connection between the researchers 

(including the body of new knowledge they produce) and the 

classroom or art teacher" (p. 3). To assist superviors with 

the task of acquiring knowledge for program implementation, 

research and curriculum developments in art education were 

described and interpreted. In a curriculum presentation, 

Haberman (1970) states, "if curriculum is to be changed 

supervisors must know its dimensions, its processes and how 

to modify these elements ll (p. 55). The summary 
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statement for the seminar addressed the supervisor's role 

in evaluating curriculum changes. Hausman (1970) writes 

that, "Art supervisors can assist in the evaluation of 

teaching efforts. They can be active in setting up means 

for assessing the clarity, feasibility, efficiency, and 

acceptability of a teacher's efforts" (p. 109). Lansing 

(1970) states the supervisor's role is necessary "for the 

purpose of giving direction, assisting progress, and 

evaluating accomplishments" (p. 574). 

In 1970, the National Art Education Association 

sponsored research training institutes for participants to 

acquire research skills to improve teaching and to 

translate research findings into classroom practice 

(Kensler, 1971). A presentation by Harris (1971) 

demonstrated the appropriateness of using the scientific 

approach to observation to improve art instruction. Harris 

(1971) says, "Basically, by observation we mean we can 

supply a description of something that has occured" (p. 8). 

The observations are guided by: the selection or 

definition of what one wishes to observe, systematic 

procedures for collecting data to ensure the observations 

represent a fair sample of a larger variety of behaviors, 

and the identification of the criteria by which to 

determine if the selected behaviors have occurred. 
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In an analysis of the criticism. of teaching for the 

purpose of improving instruction, Greer (1973) discusses 

the relevance of observations. "At this point in criticism 

we may well turn to the tools of observation deveioped 

within the social sciences to help us tabulate the 

properties they are designed to reveal" (p. 141). Greer 

argues that value judgments made about teaching 

performance should be based on educational goals. 

The National Art Education Association Commission on 

Art Education (1977) provided direction for classroom 

observations to improve instruction, "Art supervisors and 

school administrators need to appreciate not only what 

teachers do but what teachers are experiencing in the 

classes they teach (p. 59). The commission demonstrated a 

need for providing feedback to teachers from classroom 

observations to improve the quality of art programs. 

Art Supervision Systems 

Berhalter (1979) developed an observation scale to 

help determine what is actually taking place during art 

instruction. The instrument includes art teaching behaviors 

that promote student-centered learning and allows teachers 

to compare their perceptions of their behavior with the 

perceptions and expectations of the students. The study 

also demonstrated that observation instruments can help 
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teachers teach art with methods they did not experience as 

students. 

Stake (1975) discusses the use of formative evaluations 

for the purpose of improving art instruction. His method 

of responsive evaluation allows for independent evaluators 

to respond directly to the educational setting and to the 

needs of those supervised. The evaluations are narrative 

and rely upon data obtained through participant observation 

and interviews. The data are assessed by individual 

teachers and their supervisors. 

Rubin (1982) provides a chart outlining th~ 

characteristics of naturalistic evaluation and an 

additional chart of related literature. Several ways to 

relate this model to art evaluations are identified. 

Naturalistic evaluation allows questions, issues! and 

feelings to emerge; changes can be responded to as they 

occur, and it develops empathy with and understanding of 

individual problems in the teaching of art. 

Alexander (1982) discusses participant observation 

as a model for the supervision of art instruction. A 

review of literature provides a summary and critical 

analysis of related research within art education. The 

capacity for using participant observation for the 

evaluation of art programs is compared to the use of more 

scientific methods. 
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A model that integrates the use of formative and 

surnmative evaluations for art programs is multiple 

perception analysis. Ecker and Baker (1984) provide a 

matrix of questions to use for gathering perceptions of a 

program and a matrix of situational components for their 

cross-disciplinary analysis. The model is designed to 

evaluate programs that are already in operation. The 

perceptions from all the participants are analyzed in a 

non-judgemental, non-hierarchical pattern. The ideal 

outcome with this model is that everyone agrees on what 

happened. Empirical inquiry is used to determine what is 

taught and learned. 

Susi (1985) developed a method for observing art 

instruction based on spatial mapping: a category system for 

directly observing teacher behavior. The system includes a 

record sheet for observed behaviors and a classroom floor 

plan drawing. Susi states, 

This mapping system was developed to define and 
study teacher behavior in the spatial context of 
art classrooms where two interrelated dimensio~s 
of instruction occur: the expressive, creative 
activities that involve the use of art media and 
the critical, appreciative, or responsive 
activities (p. 164). 

The procedures t techniques, guidelines to train observers, 

examples of instruments, and some suggestions for analyzing 

the data are provided. This model incorporates the 
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recorded data with the observer's field notes to gain 

multiple perspectives on teaching performance. Observers 

are trained to focus on unique aspects of classroom 

settings and their appropriate relationship to specific 

instructional approaches. 

Supervision of Discipline-Based 
Art Education 

Duke (1984), Director of the Getty Center for 

Education in the Arts, states it is necessary to identify 

the components of DBAE in order to strengthen its ppsition 

in general education. "First, the concept itself needs 

further refinement and explication"(p. 614). In a separate 

but related article, Duke (1986) states teachers share this 

concern. "Yet while many teachers have wr itten in suppport 

of this approach, many are also concerned about the teacher 

training and staff development needed to implement the 

curriculum elements outlined in Beyond Creating" (p. 14). 

Supervision of DBAE requires that observations of 

instruction are based on the theoretical foundations to 

insure that this approach to teaching art is not confused 

with other approaches. Lanier (1985) states, 

DBAE is more than a conception of curriculum; it 
is also and perhaps more importantly a conception 
of purpose, and that purpose is intrinsic rather 
than developmental. This is to say that DBAE is 
an expansion of curriculum content organized to 
promote learnings about art and aesthetic response 



and not a rearrangement of classroom activities ,to 
enhance personality developments such as 
creativity, emotional adjustment, general 
perception, humaneness, the desire to attend 
school, and the like. To fail to understand this 
fundamental characteristic of DBAE is to 
misunderstand its import and to dilute its impact 
on the theory and practice of art teaching 
(p. 253). 
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Diblasio (1985) concurs, "The DBAE approach cannot 

be realized through simple 'enrichment' of studio-dominated 

programs, i.e., through the insertion of token units of 

history, criticism, or aesthetic perception, or even 

through substantial addition of such units" (p. 203). In 

developing a staff plan for the implementation of DBAE in 

elementary schools, Chamberlin (1985) states, "It is likely 

that classroom teachers will not alter their current mode 

of teaching without intensive effort on the part of a 

district supported staff development project by 

knowledgeable art educators" (p. 9). Supervision 

activities that are guided by DBAE's theoretical dimensions 

can provide teachers with concrete guidelines for teaching 

DBAE. 

Hausman (1986) believes, nit should be clear by now 

that it will not be through rhetoric that we bring about 

the changes we hope to accomplish" (p. 153.). A few recent 

developments have provided instruments teachers and 

administrators can use for translating the theory of DBAE 

into practice. 
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To provide guidance for teachers and principals to 

implement DBAE, the Getty Institute for Educators on the 

Visual Arts (1985) has provided a checklist for assessing 

instruction, aesthetic scanning, evaluation, management of 

art media, and the classroom and school environment (see 

Appendix C). 

Hewett (1985) designed a questioning strategy for 

the aesthetic scanning process of pre-criticism used in 

DBAE. Hewett states, "The questioning strategy is a tool 

designed to improve classroom· discussion dur ing ar t 

criticism interactions" (p. 31). 

Rush (1986) has labled categories to illustrate the 

distinctive characteristics of DBAE: Content, Curriculum, 

and Context. The author used these categories to provide a 

structure for a supervision system that identifies 

specific teaching behaviors for implementing each of the 

theoretical dimensions of DBAE. The DBAE Supervision System 

includes three components: The Dimensions of a Discipline

Based Art Education Program; a Manual for Coding Teacher 

Performance; and an assessment instrument labled Data 

Collection Form. 

To allow for fair and consistent assessments, the 

Dimensions of a Discipline-Based Art Education Program 

component provides a common body of knowledge and skills 

necessary to teach DBAE. The dimensions are listed as 
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instructional behaviors, derived from DBAE's theoretical 

foundations. Successful program implementation is dependent 

on supervision practices that provide teachers with 

knowledge to guide their instruction (Clark, 1984). 

To inform and guide the practice of DBAE the Manual 

for Coding Teacher Performance includes an itemized 

explanation of the teaching behaviors, coded to correspond 

with the Dimensions of a Discipline-Based Art Program. 

Procedures and terminology that are u: .. ique to discipl ine

based art education are included. The manual serves as a 

guide in coding teacher performance as it occurs in.a 

discipline-based art lesson. 

The Data Collection Form includes criteria for 

observing teaching and providing feedback to teachers for 

the purpose of improving DBAE instruction. The observation 

cr iter ia focus on teac hing behav ior s tha t ar e coded to 

correspond to the Dimensions of a Discipline-Based Art 

Program and to the Manual for Coding Teacher Performance. 

One side of the form lists behaviors to review in a pre

observation conference; the other side lists behaviors to 

observe during a discipline-based art lesson. 

The interpretation of data that are observed and 

recorded can be used by teachers to improve instructional 

strategies or as a foundation for staff development 
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activities. The DBAE instructional supervision system is 

regarded as an important source of informantion and 

motivation within broader evaluation programs. 

Conclusion 

Supervision for professional growth is essential for 

teachers in every field of study. For those teaching DBAE, 

supervision systems that clearly define the skill and 

concepts taught can provide data for analysis to inform and 

guide the practice of teaching. The supervision system is 

regarded as an important source of information and 

motivation within broader evaluation and staff development 

plans. When school districts adopt the DBAE approach to 

teaching art, a theory-based supervision system to assist 

with program implementation and maintenance is essential. 

The sucessful implementation of DBAE is dependent 

upon the use of a supervision system that is perceived to 

be coherent and operationally viable by teachers, 

principals, and supervisors. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

The research methodology for this study is described 

in five parts: (a) Design, (b) Sample, (c) Instrumentation, 

(d) Procedure, and (e) Duta Analysis. These sections 

provide the research framework for the empirical analysis 

of the data. 

Design 

The present study consisted of a survey research 

design. The focus of the study was on the differences in 

the perceptions of educators and not on the causes of these 

perceptions. The independent variable was the group 

of educators, which had four levels: returning 

principals, elementary classroom teachers, art educators, 

and new administrators. The new adminstrators group was 

composed of art supervisors and elementary principals. 

There were 50 dependent variables that were 'derived 

from 25 DBAE teaching behaviors. There were 25 dependent 

variables represented by the 25 items on the DBAE Survey 

rated on the Supervision Scale. There were 25 dependent 
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variables represented by the 25 items on the DBAE Survey 

rated on the Art Content Scale. 

The responses of four groups of participants at the 

Getty Institute for Educators on the Visual Arts were 

compared to determine if the supervision system was perceived 

as clear and useful. Normative survey research 

methods consisting of questionnaires and checklists were 

used to gather data. 

Sample 

A total of 47 participants in the Getty Institute for 

Educators on the Visual Arts comprised the sample of this 

study. There were originally 52 subjects, but 5 were not 

included in the analysis because they did not complete the 

surveyor because they misunderstood the instructions. 

Participants attended this Institute during the summer of 

1985 and represented rural, suburban, and urban school 

districts. District sizes ranged from a low of 2,750 

students to well over a half million; minority 

concentrations ranged from 17% to 93%; and district 

socioeconomic status ranged from low to high-medium. The 

participants were divided into four groups differentiated by 

their institutional role and their knowledge of DBAE : 1) 

Returning Principals: 10 elementary principals who have 

attended previous Getty institutes or seminars;' 2) 
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Elementary Classroom Teachers: 13 first time participants 

in the Getty Institute; 3) Art Educators: 11 educators with 

art degrees and experience teaching art who were first time 

participants in the Getty Institute; 4) New 

Administrators: 5 principals and 8 art supervisors who were 

first time participants in the Getty Institute. 

The Returning Principals were the only participants 

in this study who received previous training for 

implementing DBAE. All the returning principals, art 

supervisors, and new principals included in this study had 

previous training and experience in instructional 

supervision. Among the Classroom Teachers group, 30.8% had 

training in supervision; 23.1% had experience as an 

instructional supervisor. Among the Art Educators group, 

45.5% had instructional supervision training; 9.1% had 

experience as an instructional supervisor. 

The art supervisors in the New Administrator group 

had art degrees, and 62.5% also had art teaching 

certificates. None of the new principals in the New 

Administrator group had an art degree or an art 

certificate; 10% of the Returning Principals had an art 

degree, none. had an art teaching certificate. Of the Art 

Educators, 90.9% had both an art degree and an art teaching 

certificate. In the Classroom Teacher group, 30.8% had 

an art degree; 23.1% had an art certificate. 
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Instrumentation 

The DBAE Survey consisted of two parts: (a) Part 

One, Information on Respondents, and (b) Part Two, 

Supervision and Art Content Assessment (see Appendix D for 

the complete survey). Part One included questions about 

years of teaching, administration, and art education. Part 

Two of the DBAE Survey was derived from the theoretical 

foundations of discipline-based art education as stated by 

Greer (1984). Rush (1985) labled the categories of DBAE as 

content, curriculum, and context. The DBAE survey utilized 

this conceptual framework for developing survey items. 

Part Two I'::onsisted of 25 items (DBAE teaching 

behaviors) on a Supervision Scale from 1 (No Help) to 5 

(Very Helpful) and an Art Content Scale from 1 (Unclear) to 

5 (Clear). Space was provided for brief reactions to the 

supervision system as a tool for collecting and recording 

data on discipline-based art education. 

Procedure 

The research sessions were scheduled for one' hour 

each on three separate days. The first session was 

designated for returning principals, who attended the 

Institute one week previous to the arrival of the other 

groups. The remaining participants attended either of the 

other two sessions. 
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Each research session consisted of three parts. 

First, the participants were given an introduction to the 

study including the purpose, description, and guidelines 

for using the supervision model (see Appendix F for 

complete introduction). The participants were asked to 

review the materials for 15 minutes and were encouraged to 

ask questions concerning the procedures. 

The intent of the second part of the session was to 

extend the participants' understanding of the supervision 

model. Each participant practiced using it while viewing a 

20-minute simulated DBAE lesson on videotape. The tape, 

provided by the Getty Institute, depicted a kindergarten 

lesson taught by an experienced teacher who was one of the 

original participants in the Getty Institute in 1983. The 

lesson included each of the essential elements of a DBAE 

lesson and was shown in all three sessions on an elevated 

screen for clear viewing. 

There were several advantages to this simulation 

experience: 1) each participant was exposed to the same 

DBAE lesson; 2) research sessions were scheduled to be 

compatible with the Getty Institute schedule; and 3) the 

simulation provided control over the variables and· 

environment to the extent that simulated experiences were 

reproducible. 
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During the remaining 25 minutes, the participants 

responded to a DBAE Survey. Their responses were used to 

determine if the system is clear and useful. The surveys 

were numbered to allow for follow up requests and to insure 

that all data remained intact throughout the analysis. 

Data Analysis 

Research Question 1. Do the individual items of the 

Supervision Scale form clusters that represent the three 

categor~es: content, curriculum, and context? This 

question was analyzed with a Principal Components Factor 

Analysis. The analysis was based on the assumption that 

some underlying factors were responsible for the 

covariation among the responses within the Supervision 

Scale. The factors were extracted from the intercorrelation 

matrix and rotated to a varimax (orthogonal) solution. The 

factors were examined to look for continuity within a 

column; which was represented by similar high loadings 

within a factor and low loadings on the remaining factors. 

Research Question 2. Do the individual items of the 

the Art Scale form clusters that represent the three 

categories: content, curriculum, and context? This 

question was also analyzed with a Principal Components 

Factor Analysis. The factors were extracted from the 

intercorrelation matrix and rotated to a varimax 
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(orthogonal) solution. The factors were examined for 

continuity within a column, i.e., similar high loadings 

within a factor and low loadings on the remaining factors. 

Research Question 3. Is there a difference among 

the perceptions of the educator groups (returning 

principals, elementary classroom teachers, art educators, 

and new administrators) regarding the usefulness of 25 art 

teaching behaviors for instructional supervision? This 

question was analyzed using analysis of variance techniques 

to determine whether statistically significant differences 

existed among the responses of the four educator groups to 

each of the 25 supervision items. 

Research Question 4. Is there a difference among the 

perceptions of the educator groups (returning principals, 

elementary classroom teachers, art educators, and new 

admini~trators) regarding the clarity of art content in the 

25 DBAE art teaching behavior items? This question was 

analyzed with analysis of variance techniques to determine 

whether there were statistically significant differences 

among the responses of the four educator groups to each of 

the 25 art content items. 

Research Questions 5, 6, and 7 were analyzed with 

the Pearson product moment correlation to determine 

relationships between ratings on the Supervision and Art 



Scales and the participants' years teaching, years in 

educational administration, and years as art educator. 
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An IBM-XT microcomputer system with 10 megabytes of 

storage was used to analyze the data. Data from the DBAE 

survey were entered into a data file on a diskette using 

the Word Star program. The Statistical Package for Social 

Sciences (SPSS) program was used for the data analysis. 

The written comments of the participants were 

compiled, coded for identification, and qualitative 

comparisons were made between and within groups. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

Presentation of the results of the data analysis 

includes a sequential summary of the statistical analysis 

for each research question. Comments provided by the 

respondents are summarized. 

Research Question 1: Do the individual items 

within the Supervision Scale form clusters that represent 

the three categories: content, curriculum, and context? 

An exploratory factor analysis using principal 

component extraction and orthogonal rotation was performed 

using the 25 responses within the Supervision scale. The 

criterion for determining a significant factor loading was 

arbitrarily set at .40. Table 1 shows the results from this 

analysis. It appears that the individual items form 

clusters which represent the three categories content, 

curriculum, and context. 

As shown in Table 1, Factor I (Supervision 

Curriculum) contains 10 items with factor loadings 

ranging from .50 to .88, suggesting that they represent a 

similar construct: Item 1.3, Presents content that leads 
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Table 1. Factor analysis of DBAE superv~s~Cln items 
utilizing principal components and orthogonal 
rotation on the supervision scale.* 

No. Description 

1.1 Includes art 
instruction in 
curriculum. 

1.2 Focuses on art 
facts, concepts, 
and skills. 

1.3 Presents content 
that leads to 
the skills, 
procedures, or 
techniques used 
by competent 
professionals. 

2.1.1 Engages students 
in·looking at and 
examining responses 
to works of art. 

2.1.2 . Leads discussions 
about the nature 
and value of art. 

2.2.1 Leads discussions 
about the properties 
of art works. 

2.2.2 Helps students to 
make and understand 
judgements about 
works of art. 

2.3.1 Emphasizes 
personal, geographic, 
or chronological art 
styles. 

I 

-.13 

.50 

.55 

.47 

.88 

.72 

.50 

.71 

Factors 
II 

.41 

.15 

-.01 

.10 

-.04 

-.14 

-.05 

.24 

III 

.76 

.65 

.33 

.67 

.09 

.30 

.14 

.10 
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Table 1. Factor analysis of DBAE superv~s~on items 
utilizing principal components and orthogonal 
rotation on the supervision scale. 

No. Description I 

2.3.2 Points out symbols 
in works of art. .06 

2.3.3 Places work of 
art in their 
cuI tural or his-
torical settings. .80 

2.4.1 Demonstrates media 
to make visual images. .13 

2.4.2 Demonstrates 
techniques used in 
making art. .17 

3.1 Guides students to 
perceive, interpret, 
and appraise the 
aesthetic properties 
of their experiences. 

3.2 Connects to larger 
generalizations, 
concepts, or 
principles of art. 

4.1 Uses curriculum 
materials as a 
resource for 
instruction. 

4.2 Handles materials 
in an orderly 
manner. 

4.3 Organizes and 
presents systematic 
lesson. 

.38 

.68 

.32 

.38 

.84 

Factors 
II 

-.37 

-.01 

-.18 

-.02 

-.09 

.09 

.18 

.08 

.31 

III 

.57 

.22 

.73 

.71 

.60 

.24 

.33 

.37 

.12 
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Table 1. Factor analysis of DBAE super~v~son items 
utilizing principal components and orthogonal 
rotation on'the supervision scale. 

No. Description 

5.1 Presents activities 
and skills 
sequentially. 

5.2 Interrelates skills 
and concepts. 

6.1 Presents one hour 
of art instruction 
each week. 

6.2 Schedules regular 
instruction in art. 

6.3 Provides academic 
orientation. 

7.1 Assesses the art 
content. 

7.2 Measures student 
learning. 

7.3 Accountable for 
instruction. 

I 

.85 

.86 

.01 

.03 

.31 

.43 

-.09 

.10 

Factor 
II 

.30 

.09 

.92 

.90 

.80 

.72 

.72 

.79 

III 

.04 

.07 

-.05 

-.06 

-.13 

-.08 

.12 

.11 

*The criterion for determining a significant factor 
loading was set at .40. 
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to the skills, procedures, or techniques used by competent 

professionals, (.55)~ Item 2.1.2, Leads discussions about 

the nature and value of art (.88): Item 2.2.1, Leads 

discussions about the properties of art works (.72): Item 

2.2.2, Helps students to make and understand judgments 

about works of art (.50): Item 2.3.1, Emphasizes personal, 

geographic, or chronological art styles (.71): Item 2.3.3, 

Places work of art in their cultural or historical settings 

(.80): Item 3.2, Connects to larger generalizations, 

concepts, or principals of art (.68): Item 4.3, Organizes 

and presents systematic lesson (.84): Item 5.1, Presents 

activites and skills sequentially (.85): and Item 5.2, 

Interrelates skills and concepts (.86). 

Seven of the items (1.3, 2.1.2, 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.3.1, 

2.3.3, 3.2) were originally construed to measure content 

and three curriculum (4.3, 5.1, 5.2). It appears that two 

original theoretical constructs (content and curriculum) 

account for the observed covariation within Factor I. As 

the three curriculum items have the highest loadings, 

Factor I was labled the Supervision Curriculum Factor. 

In Factor II (Supervision Context), six items have 

factor loadings ranging from .70 to .92, suggesting that 

they measure a similar construct: Item 6.1, Presents one 

hour of instruction each week (.92); Item 6.2, Schedules 
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regular instruction in art (.90); Item 6.3, Provides 

academic orientation (.80); Item 7.1, Assesses the art 

content; Item 7.2, Measures student learning (.72); and 

Item (7.3), Accountable for instruction (.79). These 

variables comprise all of the items originally developed 

to assess context; therefore, Factor II was labled the 

Supervision Context Factor. 

In Factor III (Supervision Content), seven items 

have factor loadings ranging from .57 to .75, suggesting 

that they measure a similar construct: Items 1.1, Includes 

art instruction in curriculum (.76); Item 1.2, Focuses on 

facts, concepts and skills, (.65); Item 2.1.1, Engages 

students in looking at and examining responses to works of 

art (.67); Item 2.3.2, Points out symbols in works of art 

(.57); Item 2.4.1, Demonstrates media to make visual images 

(.73); Item 2.4.2, Demonstrates techniques used in making 

art (.71); and Item 3.1, Guides students to perceive, 

interpret, and appraise the aesthetic properties of their 

experiences (.60). As all of these items were originally 

designed to measure content, Factor III was labled the 

Supervision Content Factor. 

Collectively, the following results are indicated: 

1. The individual items form clusters which represent the 

three categories: content, curriculum, and context. 
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2. Two theoretical constructs (content and curriculum) 

account for the observed covariation within Factor Ii as 

the curriculum items have the highest loadings, Factor I 

was 1ab1ed the Supervision Curriculum Factor. The context 

category accounts for the covariation in Factor II 

(Supervision Context) and the content category accounts 

for the covariation in Factor III (Supervision Content). 

Research Question 2. Do the individual items 

within the art scale form clusters that represent the 

three categories: content, ~urricu1um, and context? 

An exploratory factor analysis using principal 

component extraction and orthogonal rotation was performed 

using the 25 responses within the art scale. The 

criterion for determining a significant factor loading was 

arbitrarily set at .40. Table 2 shows the results from 

this analysis. 

In Factor I (Art Curriculum), 6 'items have factor 

loadings ranging from .59 to .88, suggesting that they 

measure a similar construct: Item 3.2, Connects to larger 

generalizations, concepts or principles of art (.59); Items 

4.1, Uses curriculum materials as a resource for 

instruction (.79); Item 4.2, Handles materials in an 

orderly manner (.88); Item 4.3, Organizes and presents 

systematic lesson (.84); Item 5.1, Presents activities and 



Table 2. Factor analysis of DBAE art items utilizing 
principal components and orthogonal rotation 
on the art scale.* 

No. Description 

1.1 Includes art 
instruction in 
curriculum. 

·1.2 Focuses on art 
fact~, concepts, 
and skills. 

1.3 Presents content 
that leads to the 
skills, procedures, 
or techniques used 
by competent 
professionals. 

2.1.1 Engages students 
in looking at and 
examining respons~s 
to works of art. 

2.1.2 Leads discussions 
about the nature and 
val ues of art. 

2.2.1 Leads discussions 
about the properties 
of art works. 

2.2.2 Helps students to 
make and understand 
judgements about 

I 

-.15 

.12 

.16 

.35 

-.01 

.31 

works of art. .11 

2.3.1 Emphasizes personal, 
geographic, or 
chronological art 
styles. -.14 

2.3.2 Points out symbols 
in works of art. -.10 

Factors 
II 

.27 

.05 

-.04 

-.25 

.15 

.09 

.17 

.47 

-.04 

III 

.46 

.49 

.60 

.53 

.70 

.66 

.55 

.44 

.39 
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Table 2. Factor analysis of DBAE art items ultilizing 
principal components and orthogonal rotation 
on the art scale. 

No. Description I 

2.3.3 Places works of art 
in their cultural or 
historical settings. -.02 

2.4.1 Demonstrates media 
to make visual 
images. 

2.4.2 Demonstrates 
techniques used in 

.17 

making art. .18 

3.1 Guides students to 
perceive, interpret, 
and appraise the 
aesthetic properties 
of their experiences. -.23 

3.2 Connects to larger 
generalizations, 
concepts, or 
principles of art. .59 

4.1 Uses curriculum 
materials as a 
resource for 
instruction. .79 

4.2 Handles materials in 
an ordelry manner. .88 

4.3 Organizes and presents 
systematic lesson. .84 

5.1 Presents activities 
and skills 
sequentially. .84 

5.2 Interrelates skills 
and concepts. .77 

Factors 
II 

.35 

-.16 

-.04 

.30 

.26 

.21 

.13 

.22 

.22 

.28 

III 

.27 

.77 

.65 

.67 

.29 

-.05 

.06 

.08 

.06 

.32 

70 



Table 2. Factor analysis of DBAE art items ultilizing 
principal components and orthogonal rotation 
on the art scale. 

Factors 
No. Description I II III 

71 

---------------------------------------------------------
6.1 Presents one hour of 

art instruction each 
week. .17 .88 -.01 

6.2 Schedules regular 
instruction in art. .16 .82 .12 

6.3 Provides academic 
orientation. .49 .73 -.08 

7.1 Assesses the art 
content. .39 .80 -.04 

7.2 Measures student 
learning. .39 .81 .01 

7.3 Accountable for 
instruction. .39 .82 .01 

*The criterion for determining a significant factor 
loading was set at .40. 
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skills sequentially (.84); and Item 5.2, Interrelates 

skills and concepts (.77). 

One of these items (3.2) was originally designed to 

measure content. The other six the items represent all of 

the original behaviors designed to measure curriculum. 

Factor I was labled the Art Curriculum Factor. 

In Factor II (Art Context), seven items have factor 

loadings ranging from .47 to .88, suggesting that they 

measure a similar construct: Item 2.3.1, Emphasizes 
• 

personal, geographic, or chronological art styles (.47); 

Items 6.1, Presents one hour of instruction each week 

(.88); Item 6.2, Schedules regular instruction in art 

(.82); Item 6.3, Provides academic orientation (.73); Item 

7.1, Assesses the art content (.80); Item 7.2, Measures 

student learning (.81); and Item 7.3, Accountable for 

instruction (.82). 

One of these items (2.3.1) was designed to measure 

content. As the other six items are from the original 

Context category, Factor II was labled the Art Context 

Factor. 

In Factor III (Art Content), six items have factor 

loadings ranging from .60 to .69, Item 1.3, Presents 

content that leads to the skills, procedures, or techniques 

used by competent professionals (.60); Item 2.1.2, Leads 
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discussions about the nature and value of art (.70); Item 

2.2.1, Leads discussions about the properties of art works 

(.66); Item 2.4.1, Demonstrates media to make visual images 

(.77); Item 2.4.2, Demonstrates teclmiques used in making 

art (.65); and Item 3.1) Guides students to perceive, 

interpret, and appraise the aesthetic properties of their 

experiences (.67). 

Also in factor III (Art Content), four items have 

factor loadings ranging from .46 to .55, suggesting that 

they measure a similar construct: Item 1.1, Includes art 

instruction in curriculum (.46); 1.2, Focuses on facts, 

concepts, and skills (.49); Item 2.1.1, Engages students in 

looking at and examining responses to works of art (.53); 

and Item 2.2.2, Helps students to make and understand 

judgements about works of art (.55). Collectively, the 11 

items were originally designed to measure content and 

Factor III was labled the Art Content Factor. 

Refer to Table 2 for the complete results of the 

factor analysis of the Art items of the DBAE survey. The 

results of this analysis demonstrate that: 

The individual items form clusters which represent the 

three categories content, curriculum, and context. The 

curriculum category accounts for the observed covariation 

in Factor I (Art Curriculum), the context category 



accounts for the observed covariation in Factor II (Art 

Context), and the content category accounts for the 

observed covariation in Factor III (Art Content). 

Zero-Order Correlations 

The results of the factor analysis for Research 

Questions 1 and 2 were supported with additional 

correlational analysis of the relationship between the 

three supervision scales (content, curriculum, and 

74 

context) and the three art scales (content, curriculum, and 

context). Cronbach's coefficient alpha was calculated 

(diagonal elements, Table 3) for each of the sub-scales to 

estimate how well individual items measure a similar 

construct. The alpha coefficients range from .57 (Art 

Curriculum) to .92 (Supervision Content); the median. 

coefficient is 87.50 (Supervision Curriculum). 

Correlations off the diagonal in Table 3 indicate 

that the supervision content scale shares a high positive 

relationship with the art content scale (r =.74, r2 =.55). 

The two content scales share 55% of the variance, 

indicating that they measure similar constructs and 

hence, 45% of what they measure is unique to each. 

The supervision curriculum scale shares a high, 

positive relationship with the art curriculum scale 

(r =.78; r2 =.61). The· two curriculum scales share 61% 
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Table 3. Zero-order correlations depicting the 
"relationship between (supervision and art 
content) and content, curriculum, and context.* 

1. Supervision 
content 

2. Supervision 
curriculum 

3. Supervision 
context 

4. Art 
content 

5. Art 
curriculum 

6. Art 
context 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

(.88 ) 

.68 (. 87 ) 

.51 .63 (.92) 

.74 .50 .40 ( • 84 ) 

.54 .78 .54 .76 (.57) 

.42 .51 .84 .60 .70 (.90) 

----------------------------------------------Q----------
*Reliability coefficients are shown on the diagonal. 
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of the variance, indicating that 39% of what they measure 

is unique to each. The supervision context scale shares a 

high, positive relationship with the art context scale 
2 

(r =.84; r =.71). The two context scales share 71% 

common variance, and 29% of what they measure is unique to 

each. 

Coefficients off the diagonal demonstrate that the 

scales are more unique than they are similar. The 

supervision content scale shares a positive relationship 
2 

with the supervision curriculum scale· (r=.68; r =.46). 

The shared variance is 46%, indicating that 54% of what 

they measure is unique. The supervision curriculum scale 

shares a positive relationship with the supervision 
2 

context scale (r=.63; r =.40). The shared variance is 

40%; 60% of what they measure is unique. The supervision 

content scale shares a positive relationship with the 
2 

supervision context scale (r=.51; r =.26). The shared 

variance is 26%, and 74% of what they measure is unique. 

Refer to Table 3 for the the complete zero-order 

correlations depicting the relationship between the 

supervision and art scales. Collectively, correlations of 

this magnitude indicate that: 

1. The corresponding scales (supervision content and art 

content~ supervision curriculum and art curriculum; and 



supervision context and art context) measure a greater 

percentage of similar contructs then when two discrete 

scales are paired (e.g. supervision content and art 

curr icul urn) • 

2. Each of the subscales are more unique than they are 

similar. 

Research Question~. Is there a difference 

77 

among the perceptions of the educator groups (returning 

principals, elementary classroom teachers, art educators, 

and new administrators) r·egarding the usefulness of 25 DBAE 

art teaching behaviors for instructional supervision? 

Twenty-five items of the Supervision scale were 

submitted to a one-way analysis of variance. The purpose 

was to compare mean item responses for each of the four 

groups: returning principals, classroom teachers, art 

educators, and new administrators. An alpha level of .05 

was set as a criterion for statistical significance. As 

shown in Table 4, none of the 25 comparisons for 

supervision items was statistically significant, indicating 

that ratings from the four groups were similar. 

The largest differences (F>1.50) occurred on six 

items. On item 1.2 (Focuses on art facts, concepts, and 

skills), the mean scores are: Returning Principals (Mean = 

4.50), Classroom Teachers (Mean =4.50), Art Educators 

(Mean = 3.81), and New Administrators (Mean = 4.09). 
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On item 2.3.3 (Places works of art in their cultural 

or historical settings), the mean scores are: Returning 

Principals (Mean = 4.10), Classroom Teachers (Mean; 3.83), 

Art Educators (Mean = 3.20), and New Administrators (Mean = 

4.18). 

On item 4.2 (Handles materials in an orderly manner), 

the mean scores are: Returning Principals (Mean =5.00), 

Classroom Teachers (Mean =4.33), Art Educators (Mean = 

4.18), and New Administrators (Mean = 4.50). 

On item 6.2 (Schedules regular instruction in art), 

the mean scores are: Returning Principals (Mean =4.70), 

Classroom Teachers (Mean =3.67), Art Educators (Mean 

=3.89), and New Administrators (Mean =3.43). 

On item 7.2 (Measures student learning) the mean 

scores are: Returning Principals (Mean= 4.90), Classroom 

Teachers (Mean = 4.11), Art Educators (Mean=3.67), New 

Administrators (Mean =3.72). On item 7.3 (Accountable for 

instruction), the mean scores are: Returning Principals 

(Mean = 4.90), Classroom Teachers (Mean =4.00), Art 

Educators (Mean = 4.00), and New Administrators (Mean 

=3.81). 

Refer to Table 4 for the results of the one-way 

analysis of variance for each of the twenty five items in 

the supervision scale. Results of the analysis for Research 

Question 3 indicate that: 



Table 4. Means, standard deviations and analysis of variance resuits comparing 
OBAE teaching behaviors with supervision category across educator levels. 

1.1 In'cludes art 
instruction in 
curriculum. 

1.2 Focuses on art 
facts, concepts, 
and skills. 

1.3 Presents content 
that leads to 
the skills, 
procedures, or 
techniques used 
by competent 
professionals. 

2.1.1 Engages 
students in 
looking at and 
examining 
responses to 
works of art. 

Educator Levels 
Art New Returning 

Principals 
Classroom 
Teachers Educators Administrators 

X SO X SO X SO X SO F 

4.20 1.03 4.25 .75 3.91 1.14 3.73 .90 .74 

4.50 .70 4.50 .52 3.81 .87 4.09 .94 2.04 

4.30 .82 4.25 .75 3.64 1.12 4.27 .79 1.44 

4.70 .48 4.58 .79 4.36 .81 4.50 .70 .41 
~ 
\D 



Table 4. Means, standard deviations and analysis of variance resuits comparing 
OBAE teaching behaviors with supervision category across educator levels. 

2.1.2 Leads dis
cussions about 
the nature and 
value of art. 

2.2.1 Leads dis
cussions about 
the properties 
of art work. 

2.2.2 Helps students 
to make and 
understand 
judgements 
about works 
of art. 

2.3.1 Emphasizes 
personal, 
geographic, or 
chronological 
art styles. 

Educator Levels 
Art New Returning 

Principals 
Classroom 
Teachers Educators Administrators 

X SO X SO X SO X so F 

4.50 .71 4.45 .82 3.73 1.27 4.09 1.04 1.42 

4.30 .82 4.25 .75 4.00 .77 4.33 .98 .36 

4.30 .94 4.42 .67 3.82 .75 4.30 .48 1.48 

3.70 .94 3.66 1.07 3.40 1.35 3.80 1.40 .20 

.: 

00 
o 



Table 4. Means, standard deviations and analysis of variance results comparing 
DBAE teaching behaviors with supervision category across educator levels. 

Educator Levels 
Returning Classroom Art New 
Principals Teachers Educators Administrators 

X SD X SD X SD X SD F 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.3.2 Points out 

symbols 'in 
works of art. 3.60 1.17 4.33 .77 3.80 1.03 4.20 1.03 1.24 

2~3.3 ·Places work 
of art in their 
cultural or 
historical 
settings. 4.10 .99 3.83 1.11 3.20 1.13 4.18 .75 1.98 

2.4.1 Demonsrates 
media to make 
visual images. 4.10 1.10 4.50 .67 4.45 .68 4.41 .99 .45 

2.4.2 Demonstrates 
techniques used 
in making art. 4.70 .48 4.67 .49 4.45 .82 4.55 .69 .34 

ex> 
J--I 



Table 4. Means, standard deviations and analysis of variance results comparing 
OBAE teaching behaviors with supervision category across educator levels. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Returning 
Principals 

X SO 

Classroom 
Teachers 

X SO 

Educator Levels 
Art New 
Educators Administrators 

X SO X SO F 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.1 Guides students to 

perceive, 
interpret, and 
appraise the 
aesthetic pro
perties of 
their 
experiences. 

3.2 Connects to 
larger generali-
zations, con-
cepts, or 
principles 
of art. 

4.1 Uses curricu-
lum materials 
as a resource 
for instruc-
tion. 

4.20 

4.10 

4.20 

1.03 4.25 .86 4.18 .75 3.60 1.50 .86 

.74 4.00 .87 3.27 1.35 3.81 .98 1.37 

1.47 4.50 .76 3.73 1.10 4.00 1.13 .74 

00 
N 



Table 4. Means, standard deviations and analysis of variance results comparing 
OBAE teaching behaviors with supervision category across educator levels. 

Educator Levels 
Returning Classroom Art New 
Principals Teachers Educators Administrators 

X SO X so X so X SO F 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.2 Handles materials 

in an orderly 
manner. 5.0 0.00 4.33 1.32 4.18 1.08 4.50 .67 1.60 

4.3 Organizes and 
presents 
systematic 
lesson. 5.0 0.00 4.80 .42 4.18 1.32~ 4.75 .62 2.19 

5.1 Presents 
activities and 
skills 
sequentially. 5.0 0.00 4.70 .67 4.27 1.27 4.83 .39 1.85 

5.2 Interrelates 
skills and 
concepts. 4.60 .84 4.33 .70 3.80 1.22 4.41 .99 1.26 

00 
tv 



Table 4. Means, standard deviations and analysis of variance results comparing 
OBAE teaching behaviors with supervision category across educator levels. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Educator Levels 

Returning Classroom Art New 
_Principals Teachers Educators Administrators 
X SO X so X so X . SO F 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6.1 Presents one 

hour of art 
instruction 
each week. 4.60 .84 3.63 1.60 3.89 1.05 3.75 1.83 .97 

6.2 Schedules 
regular 
instruction 
in art. 4.70 .67 3.67 1.50 3.89 1. 05 3.43 1.81 1.69 

6.3 Provides 
academic 
orientation. 4.60 .52 4.25 .89 4.11 1.36 3.80 1.40 .90 

7.1 Assesses the 
art content. 4.50 .85 '3.50 1.39 3.87 1.36 3.64 1.43 .89 

7.2 Measures student 
learning. 4.90 .31 4.11 1.36 3.67 1.22 3.72 1.61 2.08 

7.3 Accountable for 
instruction. 4.90 .32 4.00 1.29 4.00 1.06 3.81 1.40 1.97 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 00 
ob 
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1. There are no significant differences in the responses 

of the four groups. 

2. A comparison of group means suggests that, for most 

items, the highest ratings were given by Returning 

Principals, followed by Classroom Teachers. Art Educators 

and New Administrators generally gave lower ratings. 

Research Question 4. Is there a difference among 

the perceptions of the educator groups (returning 

principals, elementary classroom teachers, art educators, 

and new administrators) regarding the clarity of the art 

content in the 25 DBAE art teaching behavior items? 

Twenty-five items of the Art scale were submitted to a 

one-way analysis of variance. The purpose was to compare 

mean item responses for each of the four groups: returning 

principals, classroom teachers, art educators, and new 

administrators. An alpha level of .05 was set as a 

criterion for statistical significance. As seen in Table 

5, the responses for twenty-four of the 25 items of the 

art scale are not statistically significant. 

Responses of the administrators and teachers to Item 

2.3.3 (Places works of art in their cultural or historical 

settings) are significantly different. F(3,37)=3.24, 

p<.033. Returning Principals (Mean = 4.40) and ~ew 

Administrators (Mean = 4.45) differ from Classroom Teachers 



Table 5. Means, standard deviations and analysis of variance resu~ts comparing 
OBAE teaching behaviors with art content category across educator levels. 

1.1 Includes art 
instruction in 
curriculum. 

1.2 Focuses on art 
facts, concepts, 
and skills. 

1.3 Presents content 
that leads to 
the skills, 
procedures, or 
techniques used 
by competent 
professionals. 

2.1.1 Engages 
students in 
looking at and 
examining 
responses to 
works of art. 

Educator Levels 
Art New Returning 

Principals 
Classroom 
Teachers Educators Administrators 

X SO X SO X SO X so F* 

4.3 .95 4.60 .69 4.00 1.18 4.09 1.59 .54 

4.10 1.10 4.70 .48 4.09 .94 4.09 1.30 .91 

3.80 1.23 4.30 1.06 3.70 1.16 4.36 .80 1.04 

4.40 .97 4.50 .85 4.36 .67 4.82 .40 .84 
co 
m 



Table 5. Means, standard deviations and analysis of varipnce results comparing 
OBAE teaching behaviors with art content category across educator levels. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Educator Levels 

Returning Classroom Art New 
_Principals' Teachers Educators Administrators 
X SO X so .X so X SO F 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1.2 Leads dis-

cussions about 
the nature and 
value of art. 4.20 1.03 4.22 .83 3.64 1.03 3.82 1.25 .77 

2.2.1 Leads dis-
cussions about 
the properties 
of art work. 4.40 .70 4.40 .84 4.20 .79 4.00 1.18 .47 

2.2.2 Helps students 
to make and 
understand 
judgements 
about works 
of art. 4.50 .84 4.30 .67 3.90 . 1.10 4.40 .96 .83 

2.3.1 Emphasizes 
personal, 
geographic, or 
chronological 

4.00 .94 3.50 .97 art styles. 3.50 1.18 3.70 1.76 .35 

: 

CD 
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Table 5. Means, standard deviaitons and analysis of variance results comparing 
DBAE teaching behaviors with art content category across educator levels. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.-

Educator Levels 
Returning Classroom Art New 

_Principals Teachers Educators Administrators 
X SD X SD X SD X SD F 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.3.2 Points out 

symbols in 
works of art. 3.60 1.26 4.33 .71 3.82 1.08 4.20 1.32 .88 

2.3.3 .p laces work 
of art in their 
cultural or 
historical .. 
settings. 4.40 .96 3.30 1.34 3.40 1.26 4.45 .82 3.29 

2.4.1 Demonsrates 
media to make 
visual images. 4.40 .97 4.60 .52 4.40 .52 4.17 1.19 .45 

2.4.2 Demonstrates 
techniques used 
in making art. 4.80 .42 4.70 .48 4.20 .91 4.81 .40 2.46 

co 
co 



Table 5. Means, standard deviations and analysis of variance results comparing 
DBAE teaching behaviors with art content actegory across educator levels. 

.' 

3.1 Guides students to 
perceive, 
interpret, and 
appraise the 
aesthetic pro
perties of 
their 
experiences. 

3.2 Connects to 
larger generali
zations, con
cepts, or 
principles 
of art. 

4.1 Uses curricu
lum materials 
as a resource 
for instruc
tion. 

Educator Levels 
Art New Returning 

Principals 
Classroom 
Teachers Educators Administrators 

X SD X SD X SD X SD 

4.00 1.50 4.20 1.03 4.09 .94 3.91 1.04 

3.70 1.42 3.71 .95 3.73 .90 4.00 1.00 

4.20 1.14 4.33 .82 4.00 .77 4.08 1.24 

F 

.13 

.18 

.16 

OJ 
\.0 



Table 5. Means, standard deviations and analysis of vari~nce results comparing 
OBAE teaching behaviors with art content category across educator levels. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Educator Levels 

Returning Classroom Art New 
_Principals Teachers Educators Administrators 
X SO X so X so X SO F 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.2 Handles materials 

in an orderly 
4.50 manner. 1.08 4.71 4.90 4.20 1.03 4.67 .65 .69 

4.3 Organizes and 
presents 
systematic 

4.90 lesson. .31 4.88 .35 4.40 .84 4.67 .49 1. 73 

5.1 Presents 
activities and 
skills 
sequentially. 4.70 .67 4.75 .71 4.55 .69 4.75 .45 .25 

5.2 Interrelates 
skills and 
concepts. 4.50 .85 4.57 .79 4.~0 .88 4.50 .80 .64 

\0 
o 



Table 5. Means, standard deviations and analysis of variance results comparing 
OBAE teaching beahviors with art content category across educator levels. 

------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------

-- Educator Levels 
Returning Classroom Art New 
Principals Teachers Educators Administrators 

X SO X so X so X SO F 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6.1 Presents one 

hour of art .. 
instruction 
each week. 4.70 .67 4.00 1. 67 3.43 1.81 3.75 1.83 1.12 

6.2 Schedules 
regular 
instruction 
in art. 4.70 .67 4.00 1. 53 3.57 1.27 3.29 1.80 1. 86 

6.3 Provides 
academic 
orientation. 4.20 1.03 4.33 .82 4.29 .76 3.60 1.35 .92 

7.1 Assesses the 
art content. 4.70 .67 ·3.50 1.51 4.43 .53 3.73 1.19 2.60 

7.2 Measures student 
learning. 4.60 .70 3.86 1.46 4.28 1. "11 3.64 1.28 1.38 

7.3 Accountable for 
instruction. 4.60 .70 4.60 .89 3.71 1. 25 3.50 1. 35 2.32 

*fndrcates-sEaEIstIcaI-sIgnIfIcance~-----·----------------------------------------- .. 

.: 

\D 
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(Mean = 3.30) and Art Educators (Mean =3.40) in their 

perceptions of the item. The fact that Classroom Teachers 

and Art Educators were about one point lower in their 

responses suggests that they did not perceive this item to 

be as coherent as did the two administrator groups. 

Notable (but nonsignificant) differences (F>1.70) 

occurred on five items. On item 2.4.2 (Demonstrates 

techniques used in making art), the mean scores are: 

Returning Principals (Mean = 4.80), Classroom Teachers 

(Mean =4.70), Art Educators (Mean = 4.20), and New 

Administrators (Mean = 4.81). 

On item 4.3. (Organizes and presents systematic 

lesson), the mean scores are: Returning Principals (Mean = 

4.90), Classroom Teachers (Mean = 4.88), Art Educators 

(Mean = 4.40), and New Administrators (Mean = 4.67). 

On item 6.2 (Schedules regular instruction in art) 

the mean scores are: Returning Principals (Mean =4.70), 

Classroom Teachers (Mean =4.00), Art Educators (Mean = 

3.57), and New Administrators (Mean = 3.29). 

On item 7.1 (Assesses the art content), the mean 

scores are: Returning Principals (Mean= 4.70), Classroom 

Teachers (Mean = 3.50), Art Educators (Mean=4.43), and New 

Administrators (Mean =3.73). On item 7.3 (Accountable for 

instruction) the mean scores are: Returning Principals 



(Mean = 4.60), Classroom Teachers (Mean =4.60), Art 

Educators (Mean = 3.71), and New Administrators (Mean 

=3.50). 
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Refer to Table 5 for a complete presentation of the 

analysis of the 25 items of the art scale. Results of the 

analysis of Question 4 indicate that: 

1. Only one significant difference was found in the 

responses of the four groups. The significant difference 

found in Item 2.3.3 (Places works of art in their cultural 

or histor ical settings) could have occurred by .chance or as 

a result of alpha inflation. 

2.. A comparison of group means 'suggests that, for most 

items, Returning Principals gave the highest ratings 

followed by classroom teachers. Art Educators and New 

Administrators generally gave lower ratings. 

Analys'is of Subscales 

The results of the one-way analysis of variance for 

Research Questions 3 and 4 were also analyzed using 

the six subscales of the supervision and art scales. As 

seen in Table 6, the subscales are: supervision content, 

supervision curriculum, supervision context, art content, 

art curriculum, and art context. The purpose of this 

analysis was to compare the mean scores for each of the 

four groups: returning principals, classroom teachers, art 



Table 6. Means and standard deviation results depicting six sub-scales of DBAE 
teaching behaviors across educator levels. 

Category 
Description 

Returning 
Principals 

Classroom 
Teachers 

x 

Supervision 
Content 4.24 

Supervision 
Curriculum 4.80 

Supervision 
Context 4.70 

Art 
Content 4.19 

Art 
Curriculum 4.56 

Art 
Context 4.58 

SO x SO 

.53 4.36 .35 

.30 4.60 .34 

.38 4.00 .85 

.62 4.20 .44 

.46 2.58 2.28 

.40 2.00 2.04 

Art 
Educators 

Art New 
Supervisors Principals Total 

x SO x SO x SO X SD 

3.79 .59 4.26 .88 4.24 .54 4.14 .56 

4.0 1.11 4.30 .80 4.80 .19 4.50 .71 

3.90 .79 4.00 1.52 3.28 1.70 4.15 .96 

3.90 .60 3.80 .86 4.18 .68 4.08 .60 

4.01 .91 4.50 .54 3.68 .21 3.78 1.62 

2.52 2.08 3.00 1.78 2.03 1.50 2.84 1.92 

\.0 
~ 
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educators, and new administrators. Two subgroups within 

the new administrator group were analyzed: Art Supervisors 

and New Principals. 

Mean scores within the subscales range from 2.00 to 

4.80. Returning principals had the highest mean scores 

for five of the six subscales. Classroom teachers scored 

the Supervision Content scale highest (Mean = 4.36), 

followed by: Art Supervisors (Mean = 4.26), Returning 

Principals and New Principals (Mean =4.24), and Art 

Educators (Mean =3.79). Five of the subscales were rated 

higher by Art Supervisors then by Art Educators. 

The mean scores within the three supervision subscales 

range from 3.28 (New Principals, Context) to 4.80 (Returning 

Principals, Curriculum). The largest difference is in the 

Supervision Context subscale~ mean scores range from 3.28 

(New Principals) to 4.7 (RetUrning Principals). The two 

principal groups obtained identical means for Supervision 

Content (Mean=4.24). Both groups also have the same mean 

for Supervision Curriculum (Mean = 4.80). 

The mean scores within the three art subscales range 

from 2.00 (Classroom Teachers, Context) to 4.58 (Returning 

Principals, Context). Returning Principals rated the Art 

Context the highest of the subscales (Mean=4.58), and each 

of the other groups gave this subscale the lOwest rating: 



Classroom Teachers (Mean = 2.00), Art Educators (Mean= 

2.52), Art Supervisors (Mean = 3.00), New Principals 

(Mean=2.03). 
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Refer to Table 6 for a complete presentation of the 

six subscales within the supervision and art scales. The 

results of this analysis indicate that: 

1. Returning Principals have the highest mean scores for 

five of the six sub-scales. 

2. Returning Principals have the highest mean scores for 

each of the art content sub-scales, followed by art 

supervisors and art educators. 

2. Returning Principals and New Principals have the same 

mean scores in two subscales, Supervision Content and 

Supervision Curriculum. 

3. Returning principals rated the Supervision and Art 

subscales high, while each of the remaining groups rated 

these subscales the lowest of the subscales. 

3. Art Supervisors rated the subscales higher then the Art 

Educators. 

Research Question 5. Is there a relationship 

between years of teaching and the total ratings on 

supervision and and art content? 

As seen in tables 7 (Supervision Scale) and 8 (Art 

Scale), there are no high positive correlations between 



Table 7. Zero-order correlations depicting the 
relationship between DBAE teaching behaviors 
on the supervision scale and years teaching; 
years in administration; and years in art.* 

No. Description 
Years 

Teaching 

CONTENT 

1.1 Includes art 
instruction in 
curriculum. 

1.2 Focuses on art 
facts, concepts, 
and skills. 

1.3 Presents content 
that leads to the 
skills, procedures, 
or techniques used 
by competent 
professionals. 

2.1.1 Engages students 
in looking at and 
examining responses 
to works of art. 

2.1.2 Leads discussions 
about the nature and 
value of art. 

2.2.1 Leads discussion 
about the properties 
of art works. 

2.2.2 Helps students to 
make and understand 
judgements about 

-.21 

-.27 

-.08 

.00 

-.09 

-.13 

works of art. -.03 

2.3.1 Emphasizes personal, 
geographic, or 
chronological art 
styles. -.18 

Years 
Administration 

.00 

.02 

-.07 

.19 

.14 

.25 

.32 

.18 

Years 
Art 

-.22 

-.18 

-.05 

.38 

-.02 

.23 

.23 

-.13 
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Table 7. Zero-order correlations depicting the 
relationship between DBAE teaching behaviors 
on the supervision scale and years of teaching: 
years in administration: and years in art. 

No. Description 

2.3.2 Points out symbols 
in works of art. 

2.3.3 Places works of 
art in their 
cultural or 
historical settings. 

2.4.1 Demonstrates media 
to make visual 
images. 

2.4.2 Demonstrates 
techniques used in 
making art. 

3.1 Guides students to 
perceive, interpret, 
and apparaise the 
aestehtic properties 
of their 
experiences. 

3.2 Connects to larger 
generalizations, 
concepts, or 
principles of art. 

CURRICULUM 

4.1 Uses curriculum 
materials as a 
resource for 
instruction. 

Years 
Teaching 

.00 

-.01 

.09 

.03 

-.34 

-.30 

-.23 

4.2 Handles materials in 
an orderly manner. -.08 

Years Years 
Administration Art 

.06 -.14 

.25 .10 

.08 .14 

-.• 07 -.02 

-.16 -.41 

.00 -.06 

-.01 -.26 

-.04 -.01 



Table 7. Zero-order correlations depicting the 
relationship between DBAE teaching behavior~ 
on the supervision scale and years teaching; 
years in administration; and years in art. 

Years Years Years 
No. Description Teaching Administration Art 
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---------------------------------------------------------

4.3 Organizes and 
presents systematic 
lesson. -.21 -.49 -.19 

5.1 Presents activi ties 
and skills 
sequentially. -.25 -.20 -.04 

5.2 Interrelates skills 
and concepts. -.32 .00 -.06 

CONTEXT 

6.1 Presents one hour 
of art instruction 
each week. -.39 .35 .33 

6.2 Schedules regular 
instruction in art. -.40 .40 .37 

6.3 Provides academic 
orientation. -.07 .30 .12 

7.1 Assesses the art 
content. -.46 .10 -.13 

7.2 Measures student 
learning. -.28 .32 .44 

7.3 Accountable for 
instruction. -.02 .08 -.02 
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years teaching and the total ratings on the supervison and 

art content scales. Most of the items have negative 

correlations. 

Supervision Scale 

Nine items have strong negative correlations in the 

Supervision Scale: Item 1.2, Focuses on art facts, 

concepts, and skills, (r=-.27); Item 3.1, Guides students 

to perceive, interpret, and appraise the aesthetic 

properties of their experiences, (r=-.34); Item 3.2, 

Connects to larger generalizations, concepts, 

principles of art, (r=-.30): Item 5.1, Presents activities 

and skills sequentially, (r=.-.25); Item 5.2, Interrelates 

skills and concepts, (r= -.32); Item 6.1, Presents one hour 

of instruction each week, (r=.-39); Item 6.2, Schedules 

regular instruction in art, (r=.-40); Item 7.1, Assesses 

art content, (r=-.46); Item 7.2, Measures student learning, 

(r=-.28) • 

Refer to Table 7 for the zero order correlations 

depicting the relationship between years teaching and the 

total scores in the Supervision Scale. The results of this 

analysis indicate that as years of teaching increase, the 

ratings of the variables in the supervision content scale 

decrease. 
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Art Scale 

Nine items have strong negative correlations in the 

Art Scale: Item 1.3, Presents content that leads to the 

skills, procedures, or techniques used by competent 

professionals, (r= -.25): Item 2.3.1, Emphasizes personal, 

geographic, or chronological art styles, (r= -.31): Item 

3.1, Guides students to perceive, interpret, and appraise 

the aesthetic properties of their experiences (r=-.46): 

Item 3.2, Connects to larger generalizations, concepts, or 

principles of art, (r=-.44): Item 5.2, Interrelates skills 

and concepts, (r=-.39): Item 6.1, Presents one hour of art 

instruction each week, (r=-.37): Item 6.2, Schedules 

regular instruction in art, (r=-.42): Item 7.1, Assesses 

the art content, (r=-.50): and Item 7.2, Measures student 

learning, (r=-.30). 

Refer to Table 8 for zero correlations depicting the 

relationship between years teaching and total scores in 

the Art Scale. The result of this analysis indicates that 

as years of teaching increase, the ratings of the 

variables in the art scale decrease. 

Refer to Tables 7 and 8 for the complete zero order 

correlations depicting the relationship between years 

teaching and the total scores in the Supervision and Art 

Scale. Collectivey, six items have strong negative 



Table 8. Zero-order correlations depicting the 
relationship between DBAE teaching behaviors 
on the art scale and years teaching7 years in 
administration7 and years in art. 

No. Description 

CONTENT 

1.1 Includes art 
instruction in 
curriculum. 

1.2 Focuses on art 
facts, concepts, 
and skills. 

1.3 Presents content 
that leads to the 
skills, pro
cedures, or 
techniques used 
by competent 
professionals. 

2.1.1 Engages students 
in looking at and 
examining 
responses to works 
of art. 

2.1.2 Leads dis
cussions about 
the nature and 
value of art 
works. 

Years 
Teaching 

-.09 

.. 02 

-.25 

-.02 

-.07 

Years 
Administration 

.26 

.15 

.06 

-.01 

.13 

Years 
Art 

.09 

-.08 

-.22 

.40 

-.05 
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2.2.1 Leads dis
cussions about 
the properties 
of art works. -.21 .31 .14 
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Table 8. Zero-order correlations depicting the 
relationship between DBAE teaching behaviors 
on the art scale and years teaching: years in 
administration; and years in art. 

No. Description 

2.2.2 Helps students 
to make and 
understand 
judgements 
about works ..... -" 
of art. 

3.1 Emphasizes 
personal, geo
graphic, or 
chronological 
art styles. 

2.3.2 Points out 
symbols in works 
of art. 

2.3.3 Places works of 
art in their 
cultural or 
historical 
settings. 

2.4.1 Demonstrates 
media to make 
visual images. 

2.4.2 Demonstrates 
techniques 
used in making 
art. 

3.1 Guides students to 
perceive, interpret, 
and appraise the 
aesthetic 
properties of 
their experiences. 

Years 
Teaching 

-.10 

-.31 

-.17 

-.11 

-.15 

-.04 

-.46 

Years 
Administration 

.43 

.09 

-.04 

-.02 

.13 

-.02 

-.07 

Years 
Art 

.142. 

-.20 

-.15 

-.07 

-.13 

.31 

-.14 



Table 8. Zero-order correlations depicting the 
relationship between DBAE teaching behaviors 
on the art scale and years teaching~ years in 
administration; and years in art. 

No. Description 

3.2 Connects to larger 
generalizations, 
concepts, or 
principles of art. 

CURRICULUM 

4.1 Uses curriculum 
materials as a 
resource for 
instruction. 

4.2 Handles materials 
in an orderly 
manner. 

4.3 Organizes and 
presents 
systematic 
lesson. 

5.1 Presents 
activities 
and skills 
sequentially. 

5.2 Interrelates 
skills and 
concepts. 

CONTEXT 

6.1 Presents one 
hour of art 
instruction 
each week. 

Years 
Teaching 

-.44 

-.14 

-.13 

-.14 

-.20 

-.39 

-.37 

Years Years 
Administration Art 

.04 -.23 

.11 -.22 

.02 -.19 

-.26 -.58 

.09 -.08 

.06 .03 

.35 .48 
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Table 8. Zero-order correlations depicting the 
relationship between DBAE teaching behaviors 
on the art scale and years teaching: years in 
administration: and years in art. 

6.2 Schedules 
regular 
instruction 
in art. 

6.3 Provides 
academic 
orientation. 

7.1 Assesses the 
art content. 

7.2 Measures 
student 
learning. 

7.3 Accountable 
for 
instruction. 

Years 
Teaching 

-.42 

-.07 

-.50 

-.30 

-.07 

Years 
Administration 

.40 

.35 

.25 

.39 

.19 

Years 
Art 

.51 

.16 

.10 

.43 

.09 
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correlations in the Supervision and the Art Scales: 3.2, 

5.2, 6.1, 6.2, and 7.2. The results of this analysis 

suggest that most of the individual items in the 

Supervision and the Art Scales are rated lower as years of 

teaching increases. 

Research Question ~. Is there a relationship 

between years in education administration and the total 

ratings on supervision and art content? 

Supervision Scale 

As shown in Table 7, most of the items have a 

positive correlation between years in education 

administration and the total rating on the Supervision 

Scale. 

Seven items have strong positive correlations: Item 

2.2.1, Leads discussions about the properties of art works, 

(r=.25); Item 2~2.2, Helps students to make and understand 

judgments about works of art. (r=.32); Item 2.3.3, Places 

works of art in their cultural or historical settings, 

(r=.25); Item 6.1, Presents one hour of art instruction 

each week, (r=.35); Item 6.2. Schedules regular instruction 

in art, (r=.40); Item 6.3, Provides aca~emic orientation, 

(r=.30); and Item 7.2, Measures student learning, (r=.32). 

One item, 4.3 (Organizes and presents systematic 

lesson), has a strong negative correlation (.-49). This 
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item also has a negative correlation with years teaching 

(.-21) and years in art education (.-19). 

Refer to Table 7 for zero order correlations depicting 

the relationship between years in administration and total 

scores in the Supervision Scale. The result of this 

analysis indicates that, for most of the items, as years in 

administration increase, the ratings in the supervision 

scale increase, as well. 

Art Scale 

As seen in Table 8, most of the items have a positive 

correlation between years in education administration and 

the total rating on the Art Scale. 

Eight items have strong positive correlations: Item 

1.1, Includes art instruction in curriculum, (.26)~ Item 

2.2.1, Leads discussions about the properties of art works, 

(.31); Item 2.2.2, Helps students to make and understand 

judgments about works of art, (.43), Item 6.1, Presents 

one hour of art instruction each week, (.35)~ Item 6.2, 

Schedules regular instruction in art, (.40)~ Item 6.3, 

Provides academic orientation, (.35)1 Item 7.1, Assesses 

the art content (.25)~ and, Item 7.2, Measures student 

I earning (.39). 

Refer to Table 8 for zero order correlations 

depiciting the relationship between years in administration 
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and the total scores in the Art Scale. The result of this 

analysis indicates that, for most of the items, as years in 

administration increase, the ratings in the supervision 

scale increase. 

Refer to Tables 7 and 8 for a summary of correlations 

depicting the relationship between years in administration 

and the total scores in the Supervision and Art Scales. 

Collectively, seven items have strong positive ,correlations 

in both the Supervision and Art Scales: 2.1.1, 2.2.1, 

2.2.2, 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, .7.2. The results of this analysis 

suggest that most of the individual items in the 

Supervision and Art Scales are rated higher as years in 

administration increases. One item, 4.3 (Organizes and 

presents systematic lesson), has a strong negative 

correlation in both the Supervision (-.49) and the Art 

(-.26) Scales. This item also correlates negatively with 

Years Teaching and Years in Art Education. 

Research Question 1. Is there a relationship 

between years as art educator and the total rating~. on 

supervision and art content? 

Supervision Scale 

As seen in Table 7, there are 9 positive and 16 

negative correlations between years in art education and 

the total ratings on the Supervision Scale. 
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There are 4 high positive correlations: Item 2.1.1, 

Engages students in looking at and examining responses to 

works of art, (.38)1 Item 601 1 Presents one hour of art 

instruction each week, (.33)1 Item' 6.2, Schedules regular 

instruction in art; and Item 7.2, Measures student 

learning, (.44). Each of these items has a corresponding 

positive correlation within the Years Administration 

category, and a corresponding negative correlation within 

the Years Teaching category. These items address 

accountability within the context of art programs. 

There are 3 high negative correlations: Item 1.1, 

Includes art instruction in curriculum (-.22)1 Item 3.1, 

Guides students to perceive, interpret, and appraise the 

aesthetic properties of their experiences (-.41): and Item 

4.1, Uses curriculum materials as a resource for 

instruction, (-.26). Each of these items has a 

corresponding negative correlation within both the Years 

Teaching and the Years Administration categories. This 

means that as years in art education, classroom teaching or 

administration increase, the ratings on these items 

decrease. Refer to Table 6 for the complete zero order 

correlations depicting the relationship between years in 

art education and total scores in the Supervision Scale. 
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Art Scale 

As seen in Table 8, there are 12 positive and 13 

negative correlations between years in art education and 

the total ratings on the Art Scale. 

Five items have high positive correlat:i.ons: Item, 

2.1.1, Engages students in looking at and examining 

responses to works of art, (.40); Item 2.4.2, Demonstrates 

techniques used in making art, (.31); Item 6.1, Presents 

one hour of instruction each week, (.48); Item 6.2, 

Schedules regular instruction in art (.51); and Item 7.2, 

measures student learning, (.34). Three of these items 

(6.1, 6.2, 7.2), share corresponding high correlations with 

the Years Administration category and corresponding low 

correlations with the Years Teaching category. 

One item in the Art Scale has a high negative 

correlation: Item 4.3, Organizes and presents systematic 

lesson, (.-58). This item has a low correlation in each 

category on the Supervision and Art Scales. 

Also within the Art Scale, six items with negative 

correlations (1.3, 2.3, 3~2, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3) share 

corresponding negative correlations within the Years 

Teaching category and positive correlations within the 

Years Administration category. 
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Refer to Table 7 for a summary of the zero order 

correlations depicting the relationship between years in 

art education and total scores in the Art Scale. The 

results of this analysis suggest that as years in art 

education or years in administration increase the items 

concerned with program accountability are rated higher. As 

years in teaching increase, these items are rated lower. 

Collectively, the results of Research Questions 5, 6, 

and 7 respectively indicate that: 

1. The majority of individual items in the Supervision and 

Art Scales were rated lower as years of teaching increased. 

2. The majority of individual items in the Supervision and 

Art Scales were rated higher as years in educational 

administration increased. 

3~ The majority of the Content and Curriculum items in the 

Supervision and Art Scales were rated lower as years in art 

education increased. Most of the items concerned with 

Context were rated higher as years in art education 

increased. 

Summary of Statistical Analysis 

An exploratory factor analysis using principal 

component extraction and orthogonal rotation was performed 

using the 25 responses within the Supervision Scale. 
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Collect~vely, it appears that the individual DBAE teaching 

behaviors formed clusters to represent the three original 

categories: Content, Curriculum, and Context. 

Two theoretical constructs (curriculum and content) 

account for the observed covariation within Factor I; the 

high loadings in Factor II indicate the context category 

accounts for the covariation within Factor II; and the high 

loadings in Factor III indicate the content category 

accounts for the covariation within Factor III. 

An exploratory factor analy~is using principal 

component extraction and orthogonal rotation was performed 

using the 25 responses within the Art Scale. The results 

of this analysis demonstrate that the individual items 

form clusters to represent the three original categories: 

content, curriculum, and context. The curriculum category 

accounts for the observed covariation within Factor I; the 

context category accounts for the covariation within Factor 

II; and the content category accounts for the covariation 

within Factor III. 

Cronbach's coefficient alpha was calculated to 

support the factor analysis for Research Questions 1 and 

2. In addition, the high interscale correlations 

indicate that the corresponding scales (supervision content 

and art content; supervision curriculum and art curriculum; 
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and supervision context and art context) measure a greater 

percentage of similar variance then when two discrete 

scales are paired (e.g. supervision content and art 

curriculum). 

Twenty-five items of the Supervision Scale were 

submitted to a one-way analysis of variance. Results for 

this analysis indicate that there is no significant 

difference in the responses of the four educator groups. A 

comparison of group means suggests that, for most items, 

the highest ratings were given by Returning Principals, 

followed by classroom teachers. Art Educators and New 

Administrators generally gave lower ratings, even though 

these differences were not statistically significant. 

Twenty-five items of the Art scale were submitted to a 

one-way analysis of variance. Results for this analysis 

indicate that, with only one exception, there is no 

significant difference in the responses of the four groups. 

The significant difference found in item 2.3.3 could have 

occured by chance or as a result of alpha inflation. A 

comparison of group means suggests that, for most items, 

Returning Principals gave the highest ratings followed by 

classroom teachers. Art Educators and New Administrators 

generally gave lower ratings. 
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The results of the one-way analysis of variance for 

the Supervision Scale and the Art Scale were also analyzed 

using the six sub-scales as dependent variables. The 

analysis indicates that returning principals have the 

highest mean scores for five of the six sub-scales. The 

mean scores for the two principal groups in the Supervision 

Content and Supervision Curriculum sub-scales are 

identical. Art Supervisors rated the sub-scales higher then 

Art Educators. Also, while returning principals rated 

Context the highest of the Art Scales, each of the 

remaining groups gave this sub-scale the lowest rating. 

Zero order correlations were computed to determine 

the relationship between years teaching, years in 

administration, and years in art education, and the ratings 

in the Supervision and Art Scales. Results suggest, 

generally, that most of the individual items in the 

Supervision and the Art Scales are rated lower as years of 

teaching increase. 

The results of the years in administration analysis 

yielded positive correlations for most items. As years in 

administration increase, the ratings for individual items 

increase. 

The results of the years in art education analysis 

suggest that as years in art education increase the items 
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concerned with content and curriculum are rated lower., The 

items concerned with context were rated higher as years in 

art education increase. 

Summary of Written Responses 

In addition to rating each of the items in this study, 

the respondents were given an opportunity to respond with 

written comments. 

Returning principals appeared to regard the supervision 

system as a complete and comprehensive guide for 

administrators, as indicated by some of their comments: "It 

will be a great help for administrators without art 

backgrounds", "Excellent!", "Enhances understandings of 

person using the instrument, clear, concise in content". 

The comments ranged from describing the system as effective 

and easy to use, to "not efficient for average supervisor". 

The classroom teachers' comments ranged from the use 

of the supervision system for self-assessements, "Excellent 

start on developing a model that teachers can easily use 

and be sucessful", to concern for its length and an 

expressed need for time to become more acquainted with the 

system. 

Art Educators appeared to view the system as clear 

and comprehensive, " Helpful, makes evaluation very clear, 

and clearly defines the purpose of DBAE and its content". 
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Concerns were expressed for the possibility of abuse by 

administrators, "There is no instrument devised that an 

administrator cannot corrupt. This one is especially 

vulnerable because the subject is highly specialized, in a 

subject area administrators are generally ignorant of." 

Several comments addressed the need to provide training to 

use the system properly. 

The art supervisors responses ranged from very 

positive comments about the art content, "A very accurate 

reflection of DBAE", to concern for its operational 

viability, "This assessment instrumE;!nt is much t.oo long". 

One art supervisor mentioned the need for the supervision 

system to focus on the individual creative work of 

students. 

Two of the New Principals mentioned the need to focus 

on the students' responses. Some suggestions were given to 

refine the system (e.g. heavy print for key words, provide 

lesson guides). One principal recommended its use for a 

wider audience, "This assessment form has a potential value 

to a wider audience than just the Getty-trained 

principals • it can be simplified (condensed) and used 

more widely as a tool for training all principals in more 

objective supervision techniques." For a complete list of 

the participant written responses see Appendix F. 



CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Presentation and discussion of the results 

includes a brief summary, conclusions and implications, 

limitations and recommendations, and concluding remarks. 

Summary of Results 

This study examined educators' perceptions of an 

instructional supervision system grounded in DBAE concepts 

and congruent with its theoretical foundations. The 

purpose was to determine whether teachers, principals, and 

supervisors who are in a position to use the system 

perceive its components as clear and useful. Additionally, 

the study attempted to determine whether there is a 

relationship between total ratings on the Supervision and 

Art Scales and the participants' years as teacher, years as 

educational administrator, and years as art educator. 

The survey research design on which this study was 

based was carried out at the 1985 Getty Summer Institute 

for Educators on the Visual Arts. The sample included 47 

educators within four groups, defined by their 

institutional role and their knowledge of DBAE: Returning 
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Principals, Elementary Classroom Teachers, Art Educators, 

and New Administrators. The four groups, who were 

participants at the Getty Institute for Educators on the 

Visual Arts, rated 25 DBAE teaching behaviors on a 

Supervision Scale from 1 (No Help) to 5 (Very Helpful), and 

an Art Content Scale from 1 (Unclear) to 5 (Clear). 

The overall picture that emerged was one of acceptance 

of the Supervision System as a guide for instructional 

improvement. 

Conclusions and Implications 

Seven research questions gave direction to this 

investigation. Conclusions and implications from the data 

analysis are presented serially for Research Questions 1 

through 7. 

Research Question 1. Do the individual items of the 

Supervision Scale form clusters that represent the three 

categories: content, curriculum, and context? This 

question examined whether the underlying theoretical 

factors of the DBAE teaching behaviors were represented 

discretely in the Supervision Scale. When the data were 

analyzed, it was anticipated that the items on the Scale 

would form three clusters of teaching behaviors that 

clearly represented the DBAE categories content, 

curriculum, and context. 
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The following conclusions and implications were drawn 

from the analysis of the results: 

1. Conclusion. Generally, the respondents' ratings of the 

individual teaching behaviors on the Supervision Scale 

grouped together in the original categories of content, 

curriculum, and context. 

Implication. The DBAE teaching behaviors included in 

the Supervision System represent three discrete dimensional 

categories for program assessments: Content, Curriculum, 

and Context. 

2. Conclusion. All of the Curriculum items and half of 

the Content items were grouped together by participants 

within Factor I; all of the Context items grouped together 

in Factor II, and t~e remaining Content items grouped 

together in Factor III. 

Implication. Generally, the participants found the 

teaching behaviors to be clearly distinguished within the 

three dimensional categoies. Although revisions are needed 

to provide the necessary distinctions between the 

curriculum and content categories, they are not extensive. 

The language used to describe each of the teaching 

behaviors may have influenced the respondents to group 

items intended to be conceptually different. For example, 

Item 3.2 (Connects to larger generalizations, concepts, or 
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principles of art), which was originally designed to assess 

content, clustered with Item 5.2 (Interrelates skills and 

concepts), which was originally designed to assess 

curriculum. However, both items could have been perceived 

as general teaching methods that can be observed during a 

DBAE lesson. 

Other content and curriculum items may have 

gravitated into clusters because they appear to describe 

guidelines for practice which are not necessarily 

observable. For example, Item 1.1 (Include~ art instruction 

in curriculum), originally designed to assess content, and 

Item 4.1 (Uses curriculum materials as a resource for 

instruction), originally designed to assess curriculum, 

both appear to describe directions or guidelines for 

practice. 

This implication is supported by some of the" 

respondents' written comments: "Combine similar themes or 

eliminate"~ and "I felt the supervision column needs 

further clarification." 

Research Question 2. Do the individual items of 

the Art Scale form clusters that represent the three 

categories: content, curriculum, and context? 

This question examined the three underlying 

theoretical factors of the DBAE teaching behaviors in the 
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art content scale to determine whether the items are 

clearly represented. The following conclusion and 

implication were drawn from the analysis of the results: 

Conclusion. Generally, the respondents' ratings of 

the individual teaching behaviors on the Art Scale 

grouped together in the origninal categories of content, 

curriculum, and context. 

Implication. The participants perceived the art 

content within the individual teaching behaviors as clearly 

distinguished within the three dimensional categories: 

content, curriculum, and context. Several of the 

participants' written responses suggested that they viewed 

the DBAE art content to be clear and comprehensive: 

"Excellent-encompasses all DBAE concepts"; "The art content 

is excellent"; "A very accurate reflection of DBAE." 

Zero-Order Correlations 

Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha was used for additional 

analysis of the internal structure of each of the three 

supervision subscales (content, curriculum, and context) 

and the three art subscales (content, curriculum, and 

context) to determine the degree to which individual items 

measure a similar construct. The following conclusions and 

implications are drawn from the results of the analysis: 



1. Conclusion. The corresponing Supervision and Art 

Subscales measure similar, yet distinct constructs. 
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Implication. The Supervision Subscales determine the 

usefulness of the DBAE Supervision System~ the Art 

Subscales determine whether the art content in the DBAE 

Supervision System is clear. 

2. Conclusion. The Supervision and Art Subscales are more 

unique than similar when compared to other subscales. 

Implication. The three factors of Content, 

Curriculum, and Context are conceptually distinct. 

Research Question~. Is there a difference 

among the perceptions of the educator groups (returning 

principals, classroom teachers, art educators, and new 

administrators) regarding the usefulness of the 25 DBAE art 

teaching behaviors for instructional supervision? 

This analysis examined relationships among the four 

educator groups' perceptions of the 25 DBAE teaching 

behaviors. The Supervision Scale was designed to determine 

whether each of the groups perceived the Supervision System 

to be useful for their role in implementing DBAE in general 

education. The following conclusions and implications are 

drawn from the analysis of the results: 
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1. Conclusion. Principals, teachers, art educators, and art 

supervisors perceived the DBAE Supervision System as 

comparably viable. 

Implication. The DBAE Supervision System can be 

used to develop competence among teachers, principals, and 

supervisors in implementing DBAE in schools. 

2. Conclusion. Returning principals gave the highest 

overall ratings to the usefulness of the System, followed 

by classroom teachers, and new administrators~ art 

educators generally gave lower ratings. 

Implication. The higher means from returning 

principals may be attributed to previous attendance at the 

Getty Institute and to the common experience of 

implementing DBAE in their school during the previous year 

without an appropriate supervisory system. Their comments 

reflected a desire for a comprehensive supervision system, 

and they offered some of the more insightful suggestions 

for revisions. 

Research Question 4. Is there a difference among 

the perceptions of the educator groups (returning 

principals, classroom teachers, art educators, and new 

administrators) regarding the clarity of the art content in 

the 25 DBAE art teaching behavior items? 

This analysis examined the relationship between the 

four educator groups' perceptions of the clarity of the 
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art content. The A~t Scale was designed to determine 

whether each group perceived the art content within the 

Supervision System to be clear and comprehensive. The 

following conclusions and implications were drawn from the 

analysis of the results: 

1. Conclusion. Principals, teachers, art educators, and new 

administrators perceived the art content included DBAE 

Supervision System as comparably clear. 

Implication. The art content included in the DBAE 

Supervision System provides a knowledge base for assisting 

teachers, principals, and supervisors in acquiring DBAE's 

theoretical concepts. 

2. Conclusion. Returning Principals gave the highest 

overall ratings to the Art Content Scale, followed by New 

Administrators, Art Educators and Classroom Teachers. 

Implication. Returning Principals' higher ratings on 

the Art Scale may have been influenced by participation in 

a Getty Summer Institute the previous year. Although 

limited in art education training, they were aware of the 

intricate aspects of the DBAE approach to teaching art. The 

higher mean scores of Returning Principals and New 

Administrators may demonstrate statisfaction with a s~stem 

that provides all appropriate definitions directly related 

to DBAE's theoretical dimensions. 
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Conversely, the Classroom Teachers' lower ratings may 

have been related to their concerns about teaching art as a 

disciplined subject with relatively minimal formal training 

as an art teacher. 

Given their extensive art backgrounds, the art 

educators may have considered some of the Art Scale items 

obvious. A few of the comments imply such a perspective: 

"I think it would be very helpful for someone with a 

limited art background", "Much too complicated in detail if 

I were a supervisor." 

Analysis of the Subscales 

The New Administrator group was divided into two 

subgroups (Art Supervisors and New Principals) for the 

analysis of the Supervision and Art Subscales: content, 

curriculum, and context. The following conclusions and 

implicatio~s were derived from the analysis of the results: 

1. Conclusion. The Returning Principals perceived the DBAE 

Supervision System to the most useful relative to their 

role for implementing DBAE in schools. 

Implication. The DBAE Supervision Sys.tem can serve 

as a guide for educators who have received DBAE training 

and demonstrated a commitment to implementing DBAE in their 

schools. 
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2. Conclusion. The Art Content within the DBAE Supervision 

System was perceived to be the most clear by Returning 

Principals, Art Supervisors, and Art Educators. 

Implication. Acquiring knowledge and skills derived 

from the study of art may account for higher ratings on Art 

Content: Returning Principals have participated in 

extensive activities to increase their understanding of 

visual art, and the Art Educators and Art Supervisors have 

art degrees. 

3. Conclusion. Returning Principals perceived the program 

assessment items as both clear and useful, while each of 

the remaining groups perceived them to be the least clear 

and useful of all of the items. 

Implication. The Returning Principals high ratings on 

the assessment items may be attributed to their experience 

of having begun assessments of DBAE in their schools: 

these items are inherently tied to the principals' 

responsibility for program accountability. 

4. Conclusion. Art Supervisors perceived the Art.C9ntent 

to be clearer and the DBAE Supervision System to be more 

useful than the Art Educators. 

Implication. Supervision experience may account for 

the difference in perceptions: while both groups have art 

degrees, only one of the Art Educators had experience 

supervising instruction. 



Research Question~. Is there a relationship 

between the years of teaching and the total ratings on 

supervision and art content? 
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Conclusion. Correlational analysis for this question 

indicated that most items in the Supervision and Art 

Scales were rated lower as years of teaching increased. 

Implication. More experienced teachers may respond 

negatively to a supervision system that might imply the 

need to change their individual teaching habits. Research 

on curriculum change indicates, generally, that senior 

faculty are less receptive to instructional innovation. 

Research Question i. Is there a relationship 

between years in education administration and the total 

ratings on supervision and art content? 

Conclusion. The DBAE Supervision System is perceived 

as more useful and clear with increased experience in 

educational administration. 

Implication. Experienced supervisors may respond 

positively to a Supervision System that can serve as the 

basis for individual and collective staff development 

activities. 

Research Question I. Is there a relationship 

between years as art educator and the total ratings on 

supervision and art content? 
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Conclusion. The curriculum and content items are 

generally perceived as less clear and useful with increased 

experience as an art educator: items concerned with program 

assessments are generally perceived more clear and useful 

with increased experience as an art educator. 

Implication. Experienced art educators may respond 

negatively to DBAE content and curriculum if it is 

incongruent with their approach to teaching art: 

conversely their continued efforts to establish art as a 

basic subject in general education may account for their 

positive responses to items concerned with program 

accountability. 

Collectively, the correlational analysis for 

Research Questions 5, 6, and 7 may indicate that the 

educators· perceptions were influenced by the prospect 

of changing their adopted teaching styles and methods. This 

result suggests that supervision will be most effective 

when educators agree on the following conditions during 

staff development activities: DBAE·s theoretical 

foundations, the specific purpose of the art curriculum, a 

common body of knowledge to study and teach, and the 

standards for quality instruction (theory, curriculum, 

content, and context). This interpretation is consistent 

with Broudy·s (1972b) conditions for accountablity of school 



programs, a s well a s much of the resea'rch on curr icul um 

innovation (Fullan, 1982). 

Limitations and Recommendations 
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The findings are limited to educators who are in a 

position to implement DBAE in school programs. The utility 

of the DBAE Supervision System as a guide to implementation 

and maintenance of DBAE in schools is dependent upon the 

assurance that teachers, principals, and supervisors 

perceive the Supervision System as clear and useful. 

The conclusions of this study may change over time 

because the study was limited to three DBAE constructs: 

content, curriculum, and context. Greer (1984) states: 

nThere has been and will continue to be an ongoing 

evolution of the principles embodied in discipline-based 

art education in the field at large" (p.213). As the 

principles of DBAE evolve, the DBAE Supervision System 

should be revised. 

The DBAE Supervision System should be regarded as an 

important source of information within a broader evaluation 

plan. Several recommendations can be made for program 

development and future research. 

Based on the results of the factor analysis completed 

for Research Question 1, the following recommendations 

are suggested: 
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1. The categories of content, curriculum, and context, 

should be retained within the Supervision System to ensure 

DBAE's theoretical dimensions are accurately represented. 

2. Items originally designed to measure curriculum and 

content should be refined to ensure that clear distinctions 

are made between teaching methods (teaching behaviors that 

may be observed within a DBAE lesson) and teaching 

guidelines (directions for practice). 

Based on the conclusion and implication for Research 

Question 2, the following recommendation is suggested: 

1. The art content within the categories of content, 

curriculum, and context should be retained within the 

Supervision System. 

Based on the conclusions and implications of the 

analysis of the Subscales, the following recommendations 

are suggested: 

1. Revisions to the Supervision System from the analysis of 

Research Question 1 should be made with caution to ensure 

that the overall utility and comprehensibility of the 

system is not diminished. 

2. After revision, the Supervision System should be 

analyzed to ensure that the underlying constructs of 

content, curriculum, and context have been retained. 



Based on the conclusions and implications for 

Research Question 3, the following recommendations are 

suggested: 
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1. The DBAE Supervision System should be used to develop 

teacher, principal, and supervisor competence for 

implementing and maintaining DBAE in schools. 

2. Individual and collective staff development activities 

focused on the use of the DBAE Supervision System should be 

designed for each of the groups represented in this study. 

These activities should be pred~cated on the relationship 

of the Supervision System to the groups' experience with 

art education and supervision and to their role in the 

schools. 

Based on the analysis of the results of Research 

Question 4, the following recommendations are suggested: 

1. The art content definitions within the Supervision 

System should provide a knowledge base in staff development 

activities designed to assist teachers, principals, and 

supervisors in acquiring DBAE's theoretical concepts. 

2. The DBAE Supervision System, guidelines for using the 

System, and a review of the art content definitions 

related to DBAE's theoretical dimensions should be 

available to each participant at the Getty Summer 

Institute for Educators on the Visual Arts. 
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Based on the analysis of the Subscales, the following 

recommendations are suggested: 

1. Educators who have demonstrated a commitment to DBAE 

should use the DBAE Supervision System during program 

implementation as a source of information within a broader 

evaluation plan. 

2. Educators who have demonstrated a commitment for 

implementing DBAE in schools should participate in staff 

developmernt activites that are designed to increase their 

understanding of visual art and DBAE. 

3. Educators who have demonstrated a commitment to 

implementing DBAE in schools should participate in staff 

development activities that are designed to provide 

training for using the DBAE Supervision System to ensure 

that the System provides the necessary linkage between DBAE 

theory and practice. 

4. Educators who have demonstrated a commitment for 

implementing DBAE in schools should participate in staff 

development activities that are designed to provide 

experience with instructional supervision methods. 

Based on the analysis of the results for Research 

Questions 5, 6, and 7, the following recommendations are 

suggested: 
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1. Staff development activities should be designed 

specifically for more experienced teachers to accommodate 

individual teaching styles. 

2. Staff development activities designed for highly 

trained supervisors should focus on the operational use of 

the system; activities designed for those less experienced 

in supervision should focus initially on developing an 

understanding of each of the items and its relationship to 

DBAE. 

3. Staff dev~lopment activities designed for art 

educators should focus on developing an understanding of 

DBAE's theoretical dimensions, the sequence of the 

curriculum, and content of instruction. 

Recommendations for Further Investigation 

1. The revised DBAE Supervision System should be 

tested with a larger sample to ensure that the theoretical 

dimensions are uniquely represented within the supervision 

system and to ensure that clear distinctions are made 

between teaching methods and teaching guidelines. 

2. Research on the effects of the DBAE Supervision 

System in developing teacher, principal, and supervisor 

competence in DBAE is needed. 
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Concluding Remarks 

The DBAE approach to teaching art is in its 

development stages. Three underlying constructs are 

included presently in the DBAE Supervision System: content, 

curriculum, and context. The constructs included in the 

Supervision System should be reevaluated as DBAE evolves. 

The results of this study indicate that the DBAE 

Supervision System was perceived as generally clear and 

useful by educators who have been exposed systematically to 

DBAE and are thus in a position to implement DBAE in 

general education. 

For DBAE to become solidly established in districts 

adopting this curricular approach, the DBAE Supervision 

System should be used as a guide for teachers attempting to 

acquire the theoretical concepts of DBAE and to integrate 

those concepts with pedagogical methods. Further research 

on the effects of the Supervision System in implementing 

DBAE is needed. 

Literature on supervision of instruction suggests that 

supervision systems should be derived from the content of 

instruction and should include methods for assessing both 

the expressive character of teaching and the students' 

responses (Eisner, 1986). Individual and collective staff 

development activities should be designed for each of the 
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groups represented in this study: experienced principals, 

classroom teachers, art educators, art supervisors, and new 

principals. The activities should focus on the content of 

the Supervision System and implementation methods specific 

to their roles and levels of experience. Scientific and 

artistic methods should be integrated for gathering and 

interpreting facts. 

Assuming that the refinements reflected in this 

chapter's recommendations are made, the DBAE Supervision 

System can serve as the knowledge base for developing a 

theory of practice for the supervision of DBAE. 

Sergiovanni (1984) notes that a theory of practice would 

improve instruction by establishing an integrative 

relationship between education theory and education 

practice. A theory of practice for the supervision of DBAE 

could serve to develop educators' competence and would 

contribute to implementation and maintenance of DBAE in 

general education. 
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DBAE Theoretical Foundations 

The discipline-based art education theoretical 

foundations are from "Discipline-Based Art Education: 
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Approaching Art as a Subject of Study" by W. D. Greer, 

Studies in Art Education, 25(4), 212-218. Copyright by The 

National Art Education Association. Adapted by permission. 

1. "The focus on developing an understanding of art, 

the intrinsic value of art study, as opposed to a 

focus on the way art education contributes to other 

areas of study, which is an extrinsic justification, 

marks one distinguishing feature of discipline-based 

art education" (p.214). 

2. "The presentation of art education within the 

larger context of aesthetic education is a second 

important aspect" (p. 214) • 

3. "Developing abilities to make expressive forms, to 

attend to works of art in recognized and shared ways, 

and to place them in their historical and cultural 

contexts marks a third perceptible feature that 

differentiates the discipline-based approach to 

teaching art" (p.215). 

4. "When the image that is brought to mind by the 

phrase discipline-based is applied to the notion of 

teaching, it generates the'idea that art should be 
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taught by means of a formal, continuous curriculum in 

the same way as other academic subjects. This 

requires a written plan as a basis for systematic 

instruction across grade levels; a written curriculum 

is a fourth distinguishing feature of the discipline

based approach" (p. 215) • 

5. II As concepts and skills from aesthetics, studio 

practice, art criticism, and art history are taught 

concurrently, they interrelate to reinforce one 

another. The kind of organization implied in 

sequencing across all areas of art provides for 

continuing focus on an integrated understanding of 

art, rather than on isolated components. This 

comprehensive view of art is a fifth major hallmark of 

discipline-based instruction ll (p.216). 

6. liThe attention to systematic instruction with time 

requirements and [7.] attention to outcomes are sixth 

and seventh distinguishing features of instruction 

within a discipline-based art program. Discipline

based instruction teaches both the skills of attending 

to art and the skills of expression. It is referenced 

to a written curriculum, evolving from a naive 

understanding of art to a sophisticated one, with 

tasks appropriate for students' mental and physical 

maturity that are presented in order from simple to 
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complex •••• When students' artworks are 

presented as accomplishments that reflect the results 

of instruction, this characteristic of discipline

based instruction appears as a new dimension to art 

education" (p.217). 
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DIHENSIONS OF A DI5CIPLINE~BASED ART EDUCATION PROGRAK 

CONTENT: 

1. Teaching fact •• concept. and .kill. intrinaic to the 
viaual art. aa part of general educot10n. 

1.1 Including art a. part of the general education 
curr.1culua. 

1.2 Preacnting activitie. that lead to under.tanding 
fact. and concepto, and to .ac~u1rin9 .kill. 1ntrin~1c 
to the vi.uol arte. 

1.3 Pre.enting content that reflecta the .killa. 
procedure. or technique. u.ed by coapetent 
profea.1onala. 

2. Ba&ing inatruction on the four diaciplinea of the vi&uol 
arta: ae.thetica. art crit1c1aa, a~t hi.tory and art 
production. 

2.1 Aeothetica: 

Exoaining reapon... to work. of art 

Inveatigoting and talking ~bout the nature and value 
of art. 

2.2 Art Critic! •• : 

Analyzing and talking about the .enaory, foraal. 
technical and expre.eive propertie. of work. of art. 

Hoking and defending Judgaent. about work. of art. 

2.3 Art Hiatory: 

Recognizing peraonal. geographic or ~hronolog1cal 
.tyle •• 

Learning vi.ual .yabol .y.tea •• 

Plac1ng worka of art 1n their cultural or hi.torical 
•• tt~n9·· 
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2.4 Art Production: 

Practicing technique. u.ed for producing art. 

3. Teaching Yiaual art. in the context of aeathetic 
education. 
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3.1 Perceiying, interpreting and apprai.ing the ae.thetic 
propertieD of experienco. 

3.2 Connecting activitie. to larger genera1izationa, 
concept. or princip1ee of ar~. 

CURRICULUM: 

4. Uaing a foraa1, ayate.atic, cuau1ative curricu1ua. 

4.1 Adopting and iep1e~.nting Q foraa1 docua.nt 
throughout the achoo1 ayate •• 

4.2 Including all appropriate direction. and aupport 
eateriala for inatruction in the curriculua. 

4.3 Building each 1ee.on logically and ey.teaatically 
ba.ed on the .ki11. and concept. taught in preyioua 
unit. and grade level •• 

5. Sequencing actiYit!e. to produce .ophi.ticated 
und.r.tandin~ and .appreciation o£ art. 

5.1 Pre.enting activitie. and .kill •• equentially: 

Naive to .ophi.ticated (knowledge and learning). 

Siaple to comp1ax (ordered concept., taak., .kil1a). 

Birth to aaturity <phyaica1, cognitive, perceptual 
develop.ent). 

5.2 Teaching .ki11a and concept a froa aeathetica, art 
critic1a., art history and art production 
concurrently, to interrelate and reinforce one 
another. 
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CONTEXT: 

6. naklng art co~patlble and teachable in ele.entary .choolb 
<.econdary guideline. are in proce •• ). 

6.1 Offering at lea.t one hour of art in.truction each 
week. in all cla •• roo.a. on a .y.tft.atic baai •• 

6.2 Scheduling art in.truction a. part of the regular 
el ••• ntory .chool pro9roa. 

6.3 Providing an ocade.ic orientat~on .hared by other 
.ubJ.ct •• in the ayate.atic 6tudy of art. 

7. naking art in~truction accountable. 

7.1 A ••••• ing the art content in Deathetica, art hiatory. 
art critici.~ ond art productlon. 

7.2 nea.uring .tudent learning of okill. and concept a 
taught. 

7.3 Holding teDchcr5 accountable for lnatructlon. 

Co.plled by: Katherine A. Schwartz 
The Unlveralty of Arlzona 



MANUAL FOR CODING TEACHER PEPFOPJ1AflCE 

This manual serves as a guideline in coding teacher 
per:ormance as it occurs in a disci~line-based ar~ 
lesson. The numbered items in the manual correspond 
to the numbered items on the Data Collec~ion For~. 
Salient features of each teaching behavior are 
provided along with concept definitions. 
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1. TEACHING FACTS CONCEPTS I AND SKILLS INTRINSIC TO VISUAL 
ART AS PART OF GENERAL EDUCATION. 

1.1 Includes art instruction in curriculum. 

Mark the column if the teacher: 

* Conducts instruction in the same manner as 
other subjects. 

1.2 Focuses on art facts,conceots, and skills. 

Mark the column if the teacher does one or more 
of the following: 

* States or engages students in researching fac~s 
about art. 

* Defines concepts or engages students in cefi~~~g 
art concepts. 

* Demonstrates art.skills. 

1.3 Presents content that leads to the skills. c~~ce=~re5. 
or tecnn~cues used bv co~:e~e~~ :ro:esslona:s. 

Mark the column if the teacher does one or ~ore 
of the following: 

* .Identifies concepts, skills, and techniques as 
those used by aestheticians, art critics, art 
historians, or artists. 

* Takes students on art field trips. 

!!!:!! : 
~ an aesthe~i~an. the st~dent learns :0 ma~e and 
mainta1n c1St~nct~ons between words and concepts 
about art. The aesthet~can responds ~o the ~ces:10ns, 
What is art? How do we respond :0 art? 

A. an !!!.~, the ~tuden~ :'earns ~o ~.41te ~:-.~::=!':".ec 
judc;ments aDOU: art '"or.~s. based on develo?~n~ se:" 1:! '''~:, 
to both natur31 and ~an-~ade beauty. An ar: c=!:~c 
responds to the ques t!ons: t'/hal: C3n be sa~d aDOut a 
worx of art? Hcw can 1t be )ud;ed? 

"S an ar: historian. the student learns to tllace wor:·;s 
in therr-apprcpr1ate cul:ural and h1stor1cal·con:ex:s. 
An art h1stor1an responds ttl the quest!or.s: ~~at art 
worxs are there? How d1d they qet to be ~~ere? 

As an art~st. the student learns baS1C art1 t1C 
techni~nd concepts and app11es them ~n rodcCt~cn 
act!V1t!eS with a varlety of ~ed!a. An art~ t :e.~oncs tll 
the quest10ns: What shall I make? HOW shal : ~k. !:? 
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2. BASING INSTRUCTION ON THE FOUR DISCIPLINES OF VISUAL ART: 
AESTHETICS. ART CRITICISM. ART HISTORY. AND ART PRODUCTION. 

2.1.1 Enaaaes students in lookina at and examinina 
resoonses to wor~s 0: ar~. 
Mark the column if the teacher does one or more 
of the following: 

* Guides students to make oral or written 
connections between what they are seeing and what 
they are feeling when 'they look at a work 0: art. 

* Discusses the oersonal factors that affect 
responses to works of art. 
~: 

Some of the !actors lnclude: what other people say 
about art and the particular ~ork: the sett~ng of the 
art work: how the students learn to see: how much the 
students know about the ele~ent. and pr~nc~?les of 
design: what the student. ~new about tna ?ar:~cular 
symbols used: of wnat ~'e art ~ork remlnds ~'e students: 
how much the students know about the hlSto~! of the work: 
what relationshl? ~,e work has to ~'e student'S li!e. 

2.1.2 Leads discussions about t~e nature and values 0: art. 

Mark the column if the teacher does one or more 
of the following: 

* Includes specific concepts of aesthetics in 
discussions to become part of the normal language 
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of children: aesthetic education, aesthetic resccnse, 
aesthetic object, aesthetic scanning, the aesthe~:c . 

. ~: 
Concepts ~or discussion include: 

Aesthetic education - education !or more discrimlnatlnq 
appreCla:lon and understanding of ~,e arts: shou!: develc? 
increased awareness of the aeSthetlc everywhere. 

Aesthetic resconse - the response of the '/lewer :!',lr~nq or 
a:ter an aes:netlc experlence. when ~'e intencea ~eanln;s 
in ~~e work o! art are reCOgnized. 

Aesthet~c ob;ect - the perception of ~,e obJect ~n the 
Ituaents' mlnas when they study the propertles 0: the ~ork 
of art. 

Aesthethic scannina - a ore-cr~ticism me~'od used to lcek 
at anc tal;' a::JOUt ·.;orks 0: l:t ~n terms of sensor'l, !o:-:::a •• 
technlcal and expreillve pr:pertleS. 

The aesthetic - ~,e e~oreSSlve character or !eellnq o! a 
~or~ 0: art tnat moves' or pleases us. 



* 

* 

* 

Includes major theories of art when viewing and 
talking about the nature and value of art; imitation 
for~alis~, emotionalis~, e.g. 

~: 

lmi:ation theory is based on art as an imitation 
of natu:e or ~~e world around us. 

Fo~lism is a theory based on the fo~l relat~onshl?S 
wl~'in a work of art. 

Emotionalism is a ~~eo~1 based on a:: as :ne expreSSlon 
or emot~on or the cornmunlcatl0n of emot~on. 

Identifies the artist's use of visual metaphor when 
viewing.art. 
~: 

Visual metaphors are images used to convey ideas. 

Asks questions that explore the sensual and societal 
values in works of art. 

2.~.1 Leads discussions about the orocerties of art works. 

Mark the column if the teacher does all of the followin;: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Directs students 
sensory, for::1al, 
of art work ( s) • 
materials) 

to see, analyze, and discuss the 
technical, and expressive p::'opero:ies 
(see provided aesthetic scanning 

Points out and discusses essential features of 
art work(s) that relate to the children's activities 
while viewing each work. 

Fccuses the discussion on what is shown in the work, 
avoiding references from the past, preference 
statements, and other extraneous responses. 

Uses appropriate art vocabulary during interactions 
with children. (see provided vocabulary starter) 

2.2.2 Hel~s students to make and understand judgements about 
works of art. 

Mark the column if the teacher does one or more of 
the following: 

* Starts the discussions with the most concrete 
thinas and moves to the most abstract to get to the 
~eanlng(s) of the work. 

* Continuously refers back to the art work to assu::'e 
that the discussion is about the art work. 
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* Asks questions that require students to explain, to 
co,;,pare and contrast, to justify evaluations, to gi. ... e 
eVl.dence to suppor'.: hypotheses or claims, ·to for:nulate 
categories of their criterias, to systematize or 
synthesize information, or to define or solve 
problems. 

2.3.1 Em;hasizes oersonal. geoaraohic. or chronolocical art 
stvles. 

Mark the col urnn if the teacher: 

* 

* 

Displays art work(s) from various culture contexts 
and historical periods. 

Asks questions that require the student to recognize 
personal, geographic, or chronological styles. 

2.3.2 Points out svmbols in works of art. 

Mark the column if the teacher: 

* Asks students to discuss their meaning(sl of sJ~ols. 

2.3.3 Places works of art in their cultural or historical 
settl.!"lCs. 

Mark the column if the teacher does one or ~ore 0: 
the following: 

* Discusses art works in their appropriate cultural 
and historical contex'.:. 

!2!!' 
Identifies features ot the ~ulture and h~st~r!=al 
.venes that. !.n~!uence e:'lI! l!·Jes and ~or~s 0: ~he 
art~st. 

* Gives students li~itec back;round information. 

~, 

The in!o~tion should reln:or:e t~e skills and ~on~ectS 
tauqnt. e.9 •• so~e interest~nq :acts about ~~e artist' 
that relate to t~e wor~ be~ng Shown. the date of the work. 
the name of the art~st!c school or style Wlt~ wh~ch :~e 
art ~s assoc!ated. 
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2.4.1 Demonst~ates media to make visual ima~es. 

Mark the col~~ if the teacher: 

* Introduces the students to each phase of the ?~c=~c~io~ 
activities by presenting sequenced images of che 
procedures involved. 

* Uses media that the children will be usinc to 
demonstrate the techniques used during the 
produc~ion activities. The media may include 
one or more of the following: crayon, chalk, ink, 
felt-tip pen, ~ern~era paint, watercolor, clay, 
paper, paper-mache, and the materials· for collage, 
printmaking, weaving, and stitchery. 

2.4.2 Demonstrates tecnniaues used in makina art. 

Mark the col~~ if the teacher does one or more 0: 
the following: 

* Demonstrates production techniques that the studer.~s 
will be usi~g in their produc~ion activities. 7he 
techniques may include one or more of the follo· .... ing: 
drawing, painting, two dimensional design, and 
three dimensional construction. 

* Demonstrates a task and directs students to do 
what was demonstrated. 

* Uses questions to relate student production ac~i~ities 
to the adult art works they are seeing. 

* Demonstrates production techniques that reinfcrce the 
skills and concepts taught in aesthetics, art c~it~cis~, 
and art history to introduce selected styles. 

~: 

Four ~eneral s~1lis~~c ca~eqor~es: 

Repre5en~a~lonal - 5~11es tha~ are ;eneral:y l~elle= 
"realism" in ar:. 

Oecora~ive - 5~11e5 drawn from var~ous cra::s. ~nc~s:=~al 
desl~n, and tex~lle cesl;n. 

~on-represen~a~ional - s~11es of abs~rac:. non-ob~ec:~":~. 
and .eX?res51onls~ ar: "0I0::CS" 
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3. TEACHING VISUAL ART IN THE CONTEXT OF AESTHETIC EDUCATIC~. 

3.1 Guides students to ~erceive. intercret. and accraise 
the aes~he~1c ~ro=er~~es o~ the1r ex~er1ences. 

~ark the column if the teacher does one or 
more of the following: 

* Includes acti?ities for the st~dents to 
connect the skills and concects tauaht to 
expressive characteristics in themselves, 
the environment, other objects, and 
othel arts. 

* "Asks questions that will require the 
students to recognize their deepening 
understanding and appreciation of the 
expressive character of particular works 
of art. 

3.2 Connects ~o lar~er creneralizatior.s. cor.cects, 
or cr1nC1cles o~ ar~. 

!>lark the colUo':1.'1 if the teacher qoes one or 
more of the following: 

* States how st~dent work, teacher demonstrations, 
or visuals are exa~ples 0: generali~atior.s, 
concepts, or principles of art. 

* Relates the aesthetic in art to the aesthetic 
found in the life and surroundings of the 
students. 
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4. USING A FORMAL} WRITTEN} SYSTEMATIC} CONTINUOUS CURRIC~L~~. 

4.1 Uses c~==i='.ll"..!m r.".a terials as a reso"-Jrce =:J:: i!"lS ~:, . ..:=-;: =~. 

Mark the column if the teacher does one or more 
0: ~he following: 

* Uses ~~terials to supplement the guide. 

4.2 Handles ::taterials in an orderl'.' ma:-::-:er. 

Mark the column i= the teacher: 

* Prepares necessary materials and equip~e:-:t. 

* Maintains business-like Drocedures for ac~i7i:ies 
such as paSSing out art ;aterials, use 0: 
audiovisual equipment, and supple::ten:a:y 
visuals. 

4.3 Orca:-:i:es an~ ~resents svs:e~a:ic lesson. 

Mark the col~~ if the teacher does one or 
more of the :o~lowing: 

* 

* 

States or lists specific skills and concepts 
for the students to re~er.Der. 

Involves the class in reviewing skills and 
conce;:ts. 



5, SEQUENCING ACTIVITIES TO PRODUCE SOPHISTICATED 
UNDERSTANDING AND APPRECIATION OF ART, 

5.1 Presents acti7ities and skills sec~ent!allv. 

Mark the column if the teacher: 

.. 

* 

* 

Begins instruction with simple techniques 
and moves to more complex skills. 

Introduces concepts and skills to follow in 
sequence to reinforce and build on conce~~3 an= 
skills taught in previous lessons. 

Introduces advanced techniques as the st~cen~s 
become more sophisticated in their art~s~~= 
experience and control, and are able to =eal ~i~~ 
increasingly subtle and complex ideas anc :~~~es. 

~: 

Activities are sequenced alon~ tbree cont~n~~~s: 

Naive to sophisticated (knowledge, learn1~gl. 
Si~ple to complex (ordered concepts, ta5~S, sk!~:s:. 
Bir.:b to matl.:ritj' (physlcal, cognl t~· .. e. ;:erce::t".;.l:' 

developments) • 

5.2 Interrelates skills and conceoes. 

Mark the column if the teacher: 
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'" Distinguishes or engages students in dist!n;~~s~~n; 
among art concepts introduced in this lesson 0: 

* 

in previous lessons: explore relations~i~s, 
similarities, or di=ferences. 

Interrelates and teaches conc~rrently the ccnce;ts 
and skills from aesthetics, criticis~, art ~is~=:7, 
and art production to rein=orce one anot~er. 



r~KING ART COMPATIBLE AND T~ACHABLE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOG~S 

6.1 ?rese~ts one hcc~ ~: a~~ inst~~c~~c~ each ~eek. 

Mark the col~~n if ~,e teacher: 

* Presents ar~ activities that are an ho~r of 
instruction. Activities may be presentee in 
pa=ts t~at ~ould lead to an hour of ir.struct:=~ 
per week. 

6.2 Schedules recular instr~cticn in art. 

Mark the column if the teacher: 

* Schedules art instruction as part of the 
regular school day. 

6.3 Provides academic orientation. 

Mark the column if the teacher does one or 
more of the followi~g: 

* Allows ==r adecuate ti~e e~=i~c ~~e lessc~ 
to practice skills and conce?cs. 

* Assicns homework and prepares ~,e stuce~ts 
to co the ass~;n~e~~ by showi~g ~~e~ h~~ 
to do it. 

* Makes available extension acti·:ities for 
students to co~plete durin; another ?art 0: 
the school day. 
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7. MAKING ART INSTRUCTION ACC~UNT~BLE. 

7.1 Assesses the ar~ co~~e~~. 

- ., I. ~ 

~ark the col~~~ if ~,~ teacher: 

* Asks students questions to cete~~i~e st~ce~~ 
comcrenension and oro::'cienc·, of ~he conte::~ 
in aesthetics, art-history, art criticism, 
and art production. 

~ark the colu~~ if the teacher does one or 
more of the following: 

* States exoected lesson outco~es clearly 
to students at the beginning 0: each lessc~. 

* .Lists or displays the lesson outcc~es. 

* References instruction to the clearly 
stated Ol!tco~es. 

Mark the col~~ if the teacher: 

* Asks students questions to insure ~::a~ ~he ~a~:: 
skills and c=~cepts 0: ~he ~essc:: ha~e been 
reme:rberec. 
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PART 2. 0",.;' COL:'l::':':~::-O!!SE!lV""!C:1 SESSION 

ThlS pa~ of the fo~ serves as a ~ool for collec~~n9 dAta on teach~n9 behaviora aa they 
occu~ ~urlnq a d~sc~pll~e-oa5ed ar~ lesson. Refer to the Manual fo~ Co~~~= ~eache~ ?e~:=~nce 
for an ex?lanatlon of each ltern. 

Durlne the Obler"!4tlon: 

1. Record a ·/e~t:'cal hash rr.arr. ~n ~he data column nex~ 1. 
:0 each behavlor aa it is observed (". 

S~-up the recorde~ ~rxs for eac~ 
behavlo~ 1n the data col~~. 

2. Recor~ behaVlor every time i~ U obse:"/ed. 2. 
3. Behavlors may be reeorded ln more than one space. 

Record ~~e total for each bellavlor 1" 
the frequency count colucn. 

4. Record only those behavlors that are observed. 

I 

I
Z 
~ 
I
:z 
C 
U 

NUMBER 1 OBSERVATION BEHAVIOR 

1.1 Includes art inst:''..:ctio:l in cu:'ricul".ltn. 
1.2 Focuses on art fac'!s. conceots. and skills. 
1.3 Presents content that leads to ~~e skills, procedures, 

or technioues used bv comoetent orofessionals. 
2.1.1 Engages students in looking at and examininq responses 

to works of art. 

2.1.2 Leads discussions about the nature and values of art. 

2.2.1 Leads discussions about the orooerties of art ·Jorks. 
2.2.2 Helps students to make and understand judgements about 

works of art. 
2.3.1 Emphasizes personal, geoq:'aphl.c, or chronological art 

stvles. 
2.3.2 Points out sVl:\bols in workS of art. 
2.3.3 Places works of art in their cultural or historical 

sp.ttinos. 

2.4.1 Demonstrates media to make visual images. 

2.4.2 Demonstrates techniques used in makl.ng art. 

3.1 Guides students to perceive, interpret, and appraise 
the aesthetic ::rrooerties of t!'leir e)(t)eriences. 

3.2 Connects to larger generalizations, concepts, or 
principles of art. 

4.1 Uses currl.culum materl.als as a resource :or l.nstruction. 

4.2 Handles materials in an orderly manner. 

4.3 Organizes and presents syste:natic lesson. 

5.1 Presents activities and Skills sequentially. 

3.2 Interrelates skills and concepts. 

5.1 Presents one hour of art l.nstr'..:ct:.on eacn wee.":. 

6.2 Schedules regular instruction in art. 

6.3 Provl.des academic orientation. 

7.1 Assesses the art content. 

7.2 ~Ieasures student learn:.ng. 

7.3 Accountable for instruction. 

f DATA 

I I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

-
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DA':'A C::I.:'Z:':'::~j TOR.'! 

DISC:l'l.::IE-B~SE::l ~R':' :::S':'~::C:':':::N 

ThlS ?r: ot :he !o~ .erves ••• t~ol tor ~=l~=~~all and : •• cners to reYlew t •• ehlnq bahay.ors 
that may noc be ob.arved durlnq .n art le •• on. 

Durl.na ::he are-obler·/a~lQn le •• 10n. c!'lecfIC -:he da::a co!".:..":".l\ ne:ct. -:0 eae!'1 benavl0r :.h&t. l' 
eon~l~ea ~nrou~n ~i'CU.'10n. eVldence o! lellon plans, ~r OtMer .u~~or~ ~terl.1s. 

1.1 Include •• rt 1nstrucuon ln w .... ly le .. on ~l.n •• 

~.2 Or~.nlz •• opportunit~e. for Itud.nc, to w.tc~ or par:lcl;>ate In the .etlv.tle. ot 
eomp.'t.n~ prof ••• lonals of Art: ~~.ld t:~~ •• ar:. l'tUC10 •• ~u •• um.. and Ot.~erl. 

1.3 InYlt., compet.nt profe •• lonala: a •• chetlclan ••• rt Crlt.c •• arc h •• cor.an •• or 
ar::l.lt.1 to 91ve pre.ent-aClona 'to 'the clal •• 

~--------+-------------------------------------------------------~-------as _____ 2_._l ____ ~-S-I-1.--c--.a--a-rt---W-o-r-k-'-.-'--t-o-r-v-l-._W_l_n_q __ ._n_d __ t_a_l~_~_n_e __ a= __ o_u_: __ :_~_e_n_a_t_u_r_e __ ._n_d __ v_._l_~_e_o __ t_._r_:_. ________________ _ 

~ ~.2 L.u. I"ample. of won. of art related :0 concoou an:: vocaoulary In e.cn """I!:. 

-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------c: 2.3 Select •• n: workl., to r.pr ... nc vanous cultural conuxu. huconc.l penoo •• 
U .nd .... l1a. 

2.4 Provld •• !nltruct1on pl.n. to u.cn ... lecud n"".,..o.r :It "'.au and :ec:lnlquel. 

3.1 D.acr!b ••• CC1Vlt ••• or qu •• c.on. that qUld •• tudent, ;0 p.rc •• ve. lnt.rpret. or 
.nalyze the ••• thec.c prop.r:l •• o~ tn.lr e~.rl.nc.'. 

2.2 Incorporate. the .tudy of a~. nature. v.lu ••• nd :ole In .acl.ty 1n le •• on •. 

; •• c:\e •• r~ •• ou~J.J.n.a oy c...,. :Or.'!".a ... cur:,:.c~~~ t..""C :'s !.aea :n:cu.:c;nout Q1.o:.::.:-:.. 

~----------~~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~.2 ReVl .... approprl.t. di:.ctlon •• nd .upport ~~.r~.l. for !n.t~c~!on. 

~--------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------U 4.3 Pl.n. le •• on. to tollow ln •• quenc. to relnforc. and bUl1d on .klll. t.uqnt. 

---------~-------------------------------------------------------------~--------c:: 5.1 PreYld •• conunuou. practlc. Wlth .C~l\·l~:. •• :hat ~nclude ••• tne1:1c ••• n C:1t1C!s"'1 
c::: ar,,: hlstary, anc:! A" proauct:.:n -:0 ~:'n. ':.\U\ •••• c:seo:,:.c ,udqe:n.nt.. I 
~-----S-.-2----~.--~-1-.-n.--.-c-~-1~V~1-t-l-.-.--i-n--l-•• -.-o-n--b-OO--k--~-h-.-t--"-re-.-e-n-t--.-~-~-l-l-s--an-d--.-c-~-!-V-l-~-!-e-.--.-e-o-u-e-n-t-•• -l-~-I-.----~I----------

6.1 Te.cn •• at lust on. hour ot .rt .aCl\ weu. 

6.2 Schedul ••• rt In.tructlon •• p.rt o~ ~he r.aul.r .c~ool day. 

6.3 Campl.te. pr.p.retlOn tor t •• ~~lnq l ••• on •• 

IIOT!:: TIl. prep. ration includlll the tollowlnq: 
o RI.ds approprl.:. curr~cu1~ Cl&c.rlal :0 ~.e~~. t.~ll.r vlth content. 
o P:actic •• produc~10n aCt.Vl:1 •• b.for. demon.tr.t!nq. 
o Revi .... vl.ual •• nd pr.vl ..... ccomp.nYlnq ~!lm.t=~p •• moVle •• or .11de •• 

~ 0 DeterClln •• how vl.u.l. will b. u •• d In ~h. ~n.t=u::~on .c~~v!~!e •• 
~ 0 Pr.par ••• rc dl.pl.y. Wl:h l&bel •• nd d •• cr~?t!On. of the concepta t.uqht. 

~=====~~.~1~===j=:R~e~Y~1.~W~.~=c~0~n~t~.~n~t=~t=a=u:9=n=t=l=n==.=l=l==un==l=t=.==.=n=d=~~ .. &o==.=.==.=u=q~q=.=.=t~10=n~.~=::o~r~=r~.:Y~1~.:1:0:n:.=.===========~========== 
8 7.2 AI...... .cud.nt perto~nc •• 

NOTE: AI ....... nu lnclude the ~ollowlnql 
o -:-.ns p.rlOdl".Uy .nd record. nudent .c:l!lv .... nt • 
• Provld •• &C'::'"/1::' •• !or Icuden:1 :0 demonlc:a,:. :'''.1: ::-.ec1l.a ;:::t!:.::.enc'l. 

praduct!an proilClency •• nd :~elr 'ppl!:at!on o~ conceo:. &nC .=.nc~rle •• 
o Summarlze. the .ccompll.hment. ot eecn .~uQ.nt .nd r.por~B t~.le 

to parenu .nd adoun18tr.tor •• 
o Id.n:.~l.' tho.e .tudenta whO would ben.:l: trom .uppl.ment.ry lnatructlon 

1n one or more proficlency .r •••• 

1. J Cor-"lI: •• ''':1001 dUtrlct" .dopud ev.1 .... tl0n and luo.r/luon .c~!·.·'t1e'. 

PILOT STUDY 00 ~IDT C:OI'.l'I.l:':t 

Siqn.tur. Oac. __ _ Slqn.~~=e __________________ __ D.t. 

Ob •• ry.uon D.t. ____ __ 
LQlaon focus for ob.erv.tl0n . ______________ ~ __________________________________________________ _ 
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ClASSROOM TEACHER CHECKLIST 
DISClrUN[.DAS£D ART INSTRUCTION-IIlCllc:.lchcr: 
- rcbtts ~Ie Conlent cI vblW INI)'IIS 10 concep15 Il$cd in ~II ploduClion Klivilies. 
- Discs qUl:slions 01 pnHides inIorINlion INI Wipe", tho: locus on lhe sp«ific cOllletllCIIIh~ 1~lIon. 
- dcmonillaies the UICI 01.11 medi. oII\d I~'cllnlques b.1scd on Inlllucllo", ploviLied In ~wrilcll cUlliculum. 
- rcl~les the conceplS .nd I1l11s IKtd In ~rt p!Oductlon 10 ~ cllllcalllYl)'Ib 01111 wods. 
- 0I1e" InfortNllon .boul.nd IIMII_ pupils In !he diKuulon 01 !he hlilOllU/-culwnl aspaJ 01 III wa,'" 

In Iilmwlp •• ndIol rcprodUCIion!. 
- taptllmcnII with CllltnSioIufoarQlions b.ucd on the wlill~n cUlllculum. 

AUnlme SCANNINC-puplls m encounscd 10: 
- we.1I WColbuQry when L1lkln, ~ II1\,)Ses and ~II WOIks. 
-Id~nli(r Ihe ~Iure and loullon 01 s~cllic: villWl clemenu (c .... C:UlYin,lincl, .",ulM~. 
- ldenli(r how clcmenu'nI otpnllcd (c .... dIIoual\l~p!:1l1lon, domllWlCc. oII\d ~ II.lIlftol die b.1I.111(O: .nd 

Inlplied mo.emcnll. 
- diKUU the kChnlu/ skills used by the arUII 10 PORTI)' Ideu and Icclinls. 
- Ipccubl~ Jboulihe Idw. mood .ndlor Ic-cllnJl C\OIo.cd by the ~&Cs beln, .naIyzai. 

£VALUATION-lhe lUdIer: 
- en&~seschlldrcn In adiKuulon cI pupils' ~ MIlks usln&the objcc:li_ 10, the Ic»onas.buis kIl ma,Lin, 

. ludamcnlS. 
- jIleJ\.R:S wliuen .neumenl Iorms .uch as mulliple-<hoice IICItII, oII\d IClIICnce ~ III.)lChin; ilCms 

andlol wlillcn dCSCIlpllon wscd on lellon()1 objecli-..:s. 

MANAClMENT OF ART MEDIA-the le~chcr: 
- c:mIully o~IICJ kIllhe dilllibulion .nd colleaJon clllllOois and n~lel~l!. 

CLASSROOM AND SCHOOL lNVIRONt.lENT-lhe Ic.chcr: 
- diJpl~ pupil.' an MIlks In ~IC duuoom and In the Khoot. 
- dbpl~ .11 reprodUCllon.ln the cWllOOm th ..... rcl.led 10 all concepu bcln&5Iudicd. 
- displ~ .rt reproductions In !he school oIlice 01 elscwhc~ 

PRINCIPAL CHECKLIST 
.... IPLlAIENTlNC DBA£-thelchool prlncfpal 
- oblClYCS Celly IUchc" pmcnlin, DOAf leuon!. 
_mecuwilh.choolac,mon.relularb.1lillOdilcun •• pcc:uolIlICDOA£plO;'MII.pro.b'-lf>ocrw:cd,u"n-

lion •• n.IIor Ideas and ","nIiOll.lo Imprv.e the pIOSI.m. 
_ conclucu ."lhcll c lannlna with dllldrcn "I mean. 01 t.c:llel unLlcllUrldin,lhc proc.csa.. 
_ p,ovlde'lClc~lcd lime lor Celly luche" 10 oricnlthcil caU •• ,ue!. 
_ .n.:()u~,es CClly ac.chc,lo dilpl~ children', COAf WOIks "ound the Khool. 
-lolna lum membc" In conducllna.n InaclYlct m~lin, on DOAE 101 the KhooIl.lclllrl
_ loinllum mcmbe" In III.)kin&. prcICnLlllon on DOAE 10 p.rcnl.nd communiI)' IIOUpL 
_ pUlC~ICI aLldillo~I'1I C:Ulliculurn ~lCli.ls kIlthe UICI 01 othellC"hcll. 
_ o".nllcs Iludy IIlps 10.11 mUlCums. 
_ loins wi'" Oth,CI Celly di\lliClacw mcmbc" 10 ~Lc prcsenl.llions .boul DDAE 10 !he "hool bo~,Li. 
_ jolnl with oIhcl Celly dillilClICW mcmbc" 10 m~kc prclCnl~II011.aboul DOAE 10 ~ l'ouP" 
_kccPSlhC'"Is~nl,u~llnlendenlln(ha"eolclcmc:nW'tplO;I'm'."dlordi'CCIOIoICUI'iculurnin/o,mcd 

.boulthe pl~n,.nd ICllyitin 0I1l1e KhOlJJ 1C.un. 
_ .1l.nICS .n CYl:nl(lIluch II • museurn vl.i~lIon 10 .ulilthe I.lcuhy In buildin, an 111 ~L"ound •• I 

knowlcd,. WIt. 
_ scu aside limedulin, liLlI/mccain, 10 I.llk wi'" lC.1Chc".boulllle ImpoII~nccclll1ln .b.lbnccd cUllieulurn. 
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SURVEY OF DISCIPLINE-BASED ART EDUCATION 

ASSESS:·IENT INSTRUMENT 

Thank you for participating in the pilot research study to 
develop and implement an assessment instrument for 
discipline-based art education. The purposes of this survey 
are to (1) determine the usefulness of the assessment instru
ment as a tool for collecting and recording data of 
discipline-based art instruction: and (2) to determine if the 
instrument reflects the art content of discipline-based art 
education. 

P3r~ One: In=c~ation on Res~cndents 
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The information requested here will be used by the researcher 
for increased precision in tabulations and analysis of responses. 

Please fill in a number 

l. 

2. 

3. 

total years in teaching (classroo~ teachers) 

---- total years in education administration 

total years as art educator (art education instructors, 
professors, researchers) 

Please circle one 

4. Have you had any training in instruc~ional supervision? Yes/~o 

5. Have you had any experience as an instructional supervisor?Yes/~o 

6. Your current position is: 

1. teacher 2. principal 3. art educator 

7. Do you have an art degree? YES NO 

8. 00 you have an art teaching certificate? YES NO 

~: 

If you are willing to participate in a follow-up interview please 
complete this section. 
~ame: __________________________ __ Title: 

-------------------------------
Address: Phone No. 



Pl.:''! ":"''''0: S\:!:Ier.,\SlCn .lnd .~r~ t:on":l!n'!' ..... 5S.SSment 

~ac:~ ~t.e" on the obsero/3t:.on DOr! !on 0: the Oata C01~.=t10n Form 11 I11ted hire tor 'lour 
reVleW. ror eac:~ Ltem, illeale c.a.r:!a one n\.:mber L:1 t!1e 1:"::1:'0:1510n column and one nUr:1llr 1" 
the ~r'! ,:,=~'!ent '!'olt,:..~. ';nder eaen ~:en. there 11 •• ;:Joltl :~r ~'~ur COrlDents or- luQQlltl0ns; 
o:tUI =.:ar: ~a'i ce let: bh,n~. itll" •• 'ue tn .. C·.u.:le!'~ :.~es: ~::' :,:)chno ~e4C!"l'!~ P~:''!Or.''ance ';0 
lntC!:'?ret '!acn :.tem. 

SUP!~VtSIO~J 

~o :t?1 
H£~~ HELPrt:L I ~~C~!::,~ ~~:;.~ 

:.1 

1.3 

Includes ar: lnltr~c;:.on In co,,:==lculwn. 

Focu.es on art !acts. concept •• and Ikl111. 

P: •• entl =ontent t.nat lead. to :h. Ikl1.11. precedur ••• 
or tlC:hnlC;u., u.ld ~y C"Ompetlnt ?rote.slonal •• 

2.1.1 Enqac:;el students 1n 1.ookl.nq at and examl.n.a.nq respons •• 
to wor~s ot art. 

:.2.1 L •• ds elICU •• loOnl abOut tne proplrtl. •• ot art WQr~ •• 

~. 2.2 He1:. ItuClnt. '!:) ~a". and ~derltand ''.Idq.,...ntl 
£!)OUt wor~' 0:' art. 

2.3.1 E:::pna.loz •• ;Jlrsonal. qloqrarhloc. or cnronoloc;1c .. l 
.ro: Ityl ... 

2.3.2 Po1nt. out syr:eoll 1n .... rn of Ut. 

20l.l ?lac •• War,.. ot art 1n 'tn • .a.r :t.:.ltural or n.a.I't:lr~::ll 
.ett:':'IC;I. 

2 .... 1 :'~nlt : .. tel::1.dl~ :0 ~"'J(e .... ·"IU .. ! lo::-.aql •• 

: .1 ~Ul=e. ItUCer.tl t'l ;ercel·:e. lntc:;:arot •• nd l.~?r .. .a..e 
":!'le ••• tne:loC: ~r:)~e:::.1 '3: :hell' axper.a...tnc ••. 

I 

i' 
,1 
I 

I 

I 
I 
11 
I 
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I. 
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5: : 1 
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1.2 

~ .2 

Conn"c:t.1 :0 laraer qeneralizationl, c:oncet't.I. or 
pnnc.l'le, of ai-:. 

Cles currlculum :nat..r~&ls as • resource tor 
.. nst.:uc:.:.on. 

Handlea ... uriah ln an orderly manner. 

Orqanu .. and l're •• nts .y.teNC.C hllon. 

:.\5 'ii:r.'t 
HE:';> H!:L;>,c:' 

s! 

5.1 Pr .. "nu acuva ... and Ilull •• equ.nudly. 

5.2 

S.l 

7.1 

7.2 

7.3 

Incerrelun skill, and conc.pes. 

Present.1 one hour 0 f an inatruct.:.on each we.l<. 2 

Schedul .. regulAr inur:1cuon ln an. 

As ...... ch. art concenc. 

)!e .. ure. lCudenc l •• rn.ng. 

AccOuntable :or lnlt.r':Jco:':'on. 11 

I 
Pl .... nUe your reactlon. to the ...... m.nt inurWllant ... tool ~or coll.ct.n'! and 
recordlng data of duclphne-bued art lnnruc:.on. 

;»1 •••• Itate :lour r •• CtlOns to the art content focus .... :.:llc'::.on :;,! :he .:t:.~.nllQnS o~ 
duc.phne-b ... d art educ.uon. 

;>LE.\SE Rr.'t:II..'1 ALL )lATERIALS. TIIA.\'lC YOU FOR YOUR PIIRTICIPIIT:O~. 
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D.S.A.E. PILOT RESEARCH STUDY 

Introduction 

Thank you for participating in this research 
study to develop and pilot test an assessment in
strument for discipline-based art instruction. 

You have been asked to participate in the study 
to determine if (l) the assessment instrument is a 
useful supervision tool for discipline-based art 
instruction and, (2) to determine if the art content 
reflects the dimensions of discipline-based art 
education. 

The study is designed to compare the responses of 
four groups: (1) 25 Getty Institute '85 principals, 
(2) 25 art educators participating in the 1985 Getty 
Summer Institute, (3) a selected representative group 
of principals who have been trained at previous 
Institutes, and (4) a selected representative group 
of Institute teachers. 

All participants are asked to complete the 
following sequence of activities: 

1. Attend research orientation session. 

2. Review all materials with researcher. 

3. Complete Part II of the Data Collection Form 
while observing a discipline-based art lesson. 

4. Complete the attached survey. 

5. Return all handouts and the Data Collection 
Form to the researcher. 

Thank you very much for your valued opinions. 
The analysis of your responses will be usee to revise 
and imcrove the assessment clans and to insure that the 
art content in the plan is clear. 

Katherine A. Schwartz, The University of Arizona 
Draft Copy - Not to be reproduced without permission. 
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ASSESSZ,lENT INSTRUMENT 

DISCIPLINE-BASED ART EDUCATION 

Purposes 

The purposes of the resea:och are to (1) develop 
a systematic plan for gaining a comprehensive view of 
a school system's art program based on ~~e dimensions 
of discipline-based art education: and (2) to develop 
an assessment instrument to focus on teacher behaviors 
that promote discipline-based art instruction. 

Descriotion of the Studv 

The assessment instrument, designed to supplement 
existing school district evaluation and supervision 
plans, has three parts. 

1. The form labeled Dimensions of a Discioline-9ased 
Art Proaram is a comorenens~ve cnecKlist to assess 
ex~st~ng art programS. The dimensions serve as the 
foundation for the assessment instrument. 

2. The Data Collection Form is a sheet that lists 
teacher behav~ors to promote discipline-based art 
education. The behaviors are coded to correspond 
directly with items on the dimensions form. One 
side of the form lists behaviors to review in a 
pre-observation conference: the other side lists 
behaviors to observe during a discipline-based art 
lesson. 

3. The Guidelines for Codina Teacher Perfo~ance is a 
manual that promotes an ~tem~zed explanatlon of t~e 
content of the Data Collection Form to serve as a 
reference in coding teacher behaviors. The manual 
identifies procedures and terminology that are 
unique to discipline-based art educ~tion. 

The guidelines and assessment form may also se::"Je 
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as an observation tool for improving instruc~ion st=ateg:es 
or as a foundation for staff-development act~vities. 



Guidelines for Codina Teacher Perfor~ance 

The Data Collection For~ is a tool for coding 
teacher behaviors that promote discipline-based art 
instruction. It is systematic and non-evaluative 
if the observer is trained to recognize the teacher 
behaviors listed on the form and to record them in 
the appropriate spaces. Accuracy in collecting data 
is developed through trainina that includes: (1) learn
ing the dimensions of disc~pline-based art education: 
(2) recognizing when behaviors occur: and (3) prac~ice 
in coding on the Data Collection Fo~. 

Data Collection Sessions 

A two-part form is provided to collect data in 
sessions with the principal and the art teacher. 

Part One of the form is to review and code 
teacher behavior that may not be obvious 
during the lesson observation. This part is 
completed during a pre-observation conference 
through discussion and reviewing lesson plans 
or other support materials. During this con
ference, the time for the observation is con
firmed and the lesson. focus is identified. 

Part ~~o (on the reverse side of Part One) is 
for collecting data during the observation. 
The coding procedure is to record a given 
behavior every time it is observed. A behavior 
may be recorded in more than one space. For 
example, the teacher may demonstrate the use of 
media when demonstrating the techniques the 
students will be using in their production ac~iv
ity. The observer would mark the teacher be
havior as item 2.4.1 (ranae of media) and 2.4.2 
(techniques) . -

During a typical observation only a portion of the 
behaviors are observable. For exa~?le, during an art 
history activity, recording behaviors for demonstrating 
art production techniques would not apply. The intent 
is to record only those behaviors that are observed 
during the observation period. Additional behaviors can 
be recorded in follow-up sessions as designated. 
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To complete the data collection process ~~e marks are 
summed-up and a frequency count is posted in the column 
corresponding to each item. The observation is complete 
and the data are ready for ~nalysis by the teacher and 
principal. 
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Educators' Written Responses 

Please state your reactions to the assessment 

instrument as a tool for collecting and recording data of 

discipline-based art instruction. 

Group ~ Returning Principals 

1. It will be a gre~t help for administrators 

without art backgrounds. 

2. Excellent-encompasses all DBAE concepts. 

3. This instrument certainly points out how all 

encompasing DBAE really is. The instrument is 

complete and comprehensive. 

4. Very informative and helpful, presented and 

organized well. 

5. Statements that I marked low under supervision 

was because they were already obvious. I do not 

see the great need for them to be on this form, 

OK for pre-observation checklist • 

. 6. An accurate tool but not efficient for average 

supervisor of instruction. 

7. Manual should be less lengthy, easier to refer 

to. 

8. This is an easy to use and effective assessment 

instrument; easy for teachers to understand and 

use-same for administrators. 
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Group ~ Classroom Teachers 

1. Good instrument. 

2. Need more time to become acquainted with tool 

and its marking. 

3. All categories were valuable but somewhat 

cumbersome for use as an on-going tool. 

4. Excellent start on developing a model that 

teachers can easily use and be sucessful. 

5. This is a good idea. 

6. Good-But will-administrators care to use a tool 

with 7 categories? Too long? 

Group ~ Art Educators 

1. I think it would be very helpful for someone wi th 

a limited art background. 

2. Good, but it seems principals would need a 

workshop to use this. 

3. Much too complicated in detail if I were a 

supervisor. Combine similar themes or 

eliminate. 

4. There is no instrument devised that an 

administrator cannot corrupt. This one is 

especially vunerable because the subject is 

highly specialized, in a subject area 

administrators are generally ignorant of. 
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5. Good tool but too lengthy. An administrator with 

no art background would need to be educated as to 

its proper use. 

6. Once you understand exactly what is meant by the 

sentence e.g. "Includes art instruction in 

curriculum" you can easily record your data. The 

first time you just kind of have to fip back and 

forth. 

7. A very clear and well described instrument. 

Requires a good deal of time and care to fill in 

accurately due to its sophistication and full 

notes. 

It would take some time to absorb and use with 

speed. 

8. It seems like alot to review but necessary and 

appropriate terms and functions are included. 

Group ~ Art Supervisors 

1. Data number of observations of behaviors/Class is 

difficult to handle without a thoroughly 

understanding of the handbook. 

2. This assessment instrument is much too long. 

3. I think the instrument is a good one, worthwhile 

for the impact DBAE is having on the nation. 
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4. I felt pushed to do the evaluation without 

adequate opportunity to study the form-but good 

job. 

5. Adequate. 

Group ~ Supervisors-New Principals 

1. Children's responses should be recordable, 

obserable behaviors. The test of communication 

is in the response-pictures could be considered 

student response. 

2. My response to the assessment form is that it is 

exceedingly thorough-perhaps excessiyely 

thorough. As one who regularly supervises 

teachers, I would appreciate having half as many 

items (maybe 10 instead of 20) but I haven't 

enough background to know which could be 

collapsed into another. 

3. This instrument would help me (new to discipline

based art instruction) to be able to observe an 

art lesson and be able to give the teacher useful 

feedback. 

4. I felt the supervision column needs further 

clarification. 
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5. There is a need for assessing the lesson by 

observing youngsters e.g. child express goal of 

the lesson, etc. Also use heavy print for key 

words in each numbered item. 

6. I have trouble with this type of form. I am a 

Libra and like to be fair and so tend not to be 

critical and always think that perhaps I do not 

understand the other side of? 

Question 2. Please state your reactions to the art 

content focus as a reflection of the dimensions of 

discipline-based art education. 

Group ~ Returning Principals 

1. Excellent. 

2. Covers all areas of content in art instruction. 

Perhaps more could be included on pre-production 

activities focusing on student's environment. 

3. Very refreshing approach. 

4. Agree they (art content) must be there if that is 

what we want lesson to include. 

5. Enhances understandings of person using the 

instrument, clear, consise in content. 

6. Great! 

7. Excellent. 
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Group ~ Classroom Teachers 

1. Good idea. 

2. Long overdue. 

3. I haven't had enough experience in this area. 

Group ~ Art Educators 

1. Sets a good framework for the evaluation of art 

education in the visual arts. 

3. You have done alot of work and it seems great. I 

feel you have covered all the areas. I think it 

is too detailed and should be more simplified. Tie 

together similar ideas. Manual is good idea. 

Simplify for actual evaluator. 

4. I believe the instrument is well thought out and 

in the hands of a trained evaluator would be 

excellent. 

5. Helpful, makes evaluation very clear, and clearly 

defines the purpose of DBAE and its content. 

7. A very full and accurate reflection of DBAE. 

8. Good and even though it will surly work on the 

secondary level, I feel the young elementary 

students are more open-minded to it (DBAE). I 

feel the total class of 25-30 elementary students 

will be easily absorbed into art aesthetics, 

scanning etc., and secon~ary a slower process. 
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Group ~ Art Supervisors 

1. A very accurate reflection of DBAE. 

2. Questions cover all basis. Suggest question of 

the evidence of (availability) education 

materials appropriate to this subject matter. 

6. Excellent-However, additional attention should be 

placed upon individual creative work of 

students/perhaps a show of the progress and growth 

as result of DBAE. 

Group ~ Supervisors-New Principals 

1. The art content is excellent. Where are the lesson 

guides? 

2. This assessment form has a potential value to a 

wider audience then just the Getty trained 

principals. Perhaps that is still the best first 

stage but it can be simplified (condensed) and 

used more widely as a tool for training all 

principals in more objective supervision 

techniques. 

3. The instrument helps me to know what constitutes a 

good art lesson. 

6. As part of the program DBAE, I felt the content was 

clear. 
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